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INTRODUCTION 

A history of nineteenth and twentieth century rain-

making in the United States must survey the total scope of 

its interactions within its cultural setting. Rainmaking's 

scientific development, for instance, continues to be influ-

enced by circumstances and forces external to science. The 

social and political accommodations necessary for the assim-

ilation of rainmaking continues to be sharply limited by 

scientific considerations. A healthy interdependence of 

all factors is not only desirable, but, to a large extent, 

inevitable. 

The study that follows attempts only a general out-

line of rainmaking's history from the mid-nineteenth to the 

mid-twentieth centuries. It involves familiar themes in 

the history of the American people: their interest in the 

development of the west, and their faith in pragmatism and 

practical invention. Its characters embody familiar con-

flicts in the history of science: the expert vs. the 

amateur, the cautious vs. the innovative, theoretical knowl-

edge vs. practical knowledge, pure research vs. applied 

research. The history of rainmaking is largely the story 

of a scientific minority's struggle to win a degree of 

legitimacy for its ideas and activities, and the scientific, 



political, and social readjustments and accommodations made 

necessary by its partial integration into American culture's 

numerous complexes. 



CHAPTER I 

JAMES ESPY AND THE FIRE METHOD 

James Pollard Espy was a creative and forceful 

early eighteenth century scientist. He left his Pennsyl-

vania birthplace to attend Transylvania University, a 

thriving school in the west. Acquiring an interest in 

climatic theories, Espy published his first meteorological 

work in 1825 while teaching at the prestigious Franklin 

Institute. In 1841 Philosophy of Storms, his meteorological 

classic, appeared. By 1842 Espy had moved to Washington 

hoping to become the national meteorologist. His ambition 

drove him to skillfully develop the art of acquiring appro-

priations. Congressional friends, attaching legislative 

riders, succeeded in getting funds for his work, in spite 

of the fact that no executive department requested it. He 

assumed the position of meteorological advisor to Congress 

by sheer force of personality. 

A major part of Espy's career was spent in pursuing 

a systematic plan of weather observations. Such a plan had 

been largely neglected. Alert, conscientious citizens like 

Charles C. Gillispie (ed.), Dictionary of Scien-
tific Biography (4 vols., New York: Charles Scribner's 
and Sons, 1971), IV, pp. 410-11. 



Thomas Jefferson had kept a daily weather log and expounded 

on popular ideas about climatic changes. A few government 

employees kept records. Still by 1850 the country had no 

system of simultaneous observations at scattered localities. 

The benefits of such a plan for investigation into the 

dyncimics of weather movement were obvious to men like Espy. 

Having designed such a project for Pennsylvania in 1836, 

Espy suggested a national system composed of volunteer ob-

servers. It was a thrifty proposal, but it was supplanted 

by the efficiency of the telegraph and the availability of 
2 

the army's signal corps for such purposes. 

A secondary but important interest in Espy's career 

was that of rainmaking. The origins of his interest in 

this area are largely unknown. Perhaps Baron Von Humbolt's 

reference to seeming corelations between volcanic eruptions 

and the occurrence of rain arrested his attention. His 

interest may have been stimulated earlier by weather lore 

proverbs which connected grass fires to rainfall. Not until 

1839, however, did his meteorological background lead him 

to seriously propose a national experiment to artificially 

produce ram. 

2 
Hunter Dupree, Science in the Federal Government: 

A History of Policies and Activities to 1940 (Cambridge: 
Belknap Pris's, 1957) , p. 109; Donald Whitnah, A History of 
the United States Weather Bureau (Urbana: University of 
l linois Press, 1961), pp. 11-15; Gillispie, pp. 410-11. 

^Gillispie, pp. 410-11. 



The rainmaking plan rested on his climatic theories. 

A pioneer in the development of what was to become the con-

vective concept, he believed that the natural precipitation 

process involved the rising updraft of warm, moist air 

which, in response to diminished pressure, would expand and 

cool as it contacted lower temperatures in the upper air. 
4 

Condensation and precipitation would follow the cooling. 

The Espian rainmaking method, therefore, was simply an 

attempt to induce a rising column of warm air by ground 

fires. Once the processes were in motion, natural mechanics 

would take over, and if atmospheric conditions were favor-

able, precipitation would follow. 

Such hypotheses relied strongly on the collection 

of meteorological data from which physical explanations 

were constructed. Because meteorology was in its infancy 

(\intrained, and from another point of view, unencumbered by 

a large body of accepted knowledge) every piece of infoinna-

tion that could be gathered would be of some value in con-

structing a meteorological framework. 

It should not be surprising, then, that early in-

vestigators did not consider observations from public 

sources too unsophisticated for scientific scrutiny. Espy's 

motives for collecting public data, however, may be 

James Pollard Espy, Fourth Meteorological Report, 
Senate Executive Document 65, 34th Congress, 3rd Session 
(Washington: A. P. Nicholson printer, 1857), pp. 36-37. 

file:///intrained


questioned. He accepted reports from friends and admirers 

who were undoubtedly stimulated to search for physical 

phenomena fitting Espy's theories rather than to search 

more objectively. The good folks from Cowderpoint, Penn-

sylvania, for instance, reported almost immediate rains 

after a local farmer burned the brush in his field. The 

correspondence revealed that Espy had lectured in Cowder-

point and possibly that he requested information concerning 
5 

his rainmaking proposition. 

A convincing letter from a Florida surveyor related 

the details of a rain produced as a result of burning dry 

swamp grass. He claimed his first artificial production 

of rain was inadvertant. Thereafter, the chief surveyor 

enjoyed assuming the magical role of a rainmaker for the 

party's Negroes, whose understanding of the supposed pro-

cess might have deprived him of a powerful acting oppor-

tunity. Reports from Indiana, though not as entertaining, 

were just as reassuring. This type of public testimonial 

was not uncommon. They formed an important part of Espy's 

official reports. If their use as evidence seems naive 

today, they were not so suspect in the early nineteenth 

century. 

Thus with the aid of empirical data and scientific 

^lbid., pp. 29-35. 

Ibid., pp. 32-33. 



logic, Espy submitted his proposal to Congress. Forty acre 

tracts of timber spaced twenty miles apart should be fired 

simultaneously every seven days. The experiment was to 

cover hundreds of miles. In an overly optimistic tone, 

Espy predicted a gentle nationwide rain front would move 

eastward. It would " . . . rain enough and not too much . . 

there would be no destructive floods or injuriously low 

waters . . . farmers and mariners would always know in ad-

vance when the winds would commence, or nearly so . . . ," 
7 

he added. 

The content of Espy's rainmaking proposal contained 

words of caution which were largely lost in the proposal's 

forceful and attractive presentation. The method was 

based on probability. If stratas of air were too light or 

turbulent and if there was a low humidity on ground level, 
g 

the method would not succeed. Even under the best of cir-

cumstances, however, Espy's picture of nature appeared too 

docile and predictable to the skeptical element. 

Dramatic claims of rainmaking's efficacy could only 

increase skepticism of those who demanded more concrete 

evidence of his conclusion's validity. Many felt that 

rainmaking was a hopelessly presumptious task for mankind. 

In order to overcome such a conservative mass, Espy felt. 

Ibid., p. 36. 

Ibid., p. 37. 
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perhaps, it was necessary to overstate his case, to push 

it forward so that the plan might gain a public trial, to 

overemphasize the plan's workability. In the process of 

selling the plan, it became obvious that the enthusiasm 

of the optimist was overshadowing the prudence of the 

professional. 

Another barrier to overcome for his rainmaking 

proposal was the popular and traditional nature of the 

Espian method. Rainmaking by fire was supported by popular 

tradition long before Espy proposed it as a scientific 

experiment. Rains, after all, followed the great London 

fire and later, they followed numerous American celebrations 

in which bonfires blazed brightly. Indians had associated 

grass fires with rain. Rainmaking by fire was not a new 

idea to the nineteenth century American. Still the idea 

had never been as popular as it was during and after Espy's 

advocacy of it. To a large degree its plebeian nature was 

the result of Espy's work. Its popularity did not shape 

the Espian rainmaking method as much as the method was 

further popularized by Espy's efforts. He added the weight 

of science to the venerability of folklore. 

9 
Ibid., pp. 29-37; Smithsonian Institution, Annual 

Report for 1859 (Washington: Government Printing Office, 
1860), pp. 108-110. 

Mark Harrington, "Weather Making, Ancient and 
Modern," National Geographic, VI (April 1894), p. 49; 
Gillispie, pp. 410-11. 



Many scientists, then, distrusted a theory they 

felt was sustained by popular ignorance and they disliked 

Espy's crusading methods. Scientific peers' skepticism 

and criticism originated largely, however, in a reaction 

to Espy's personality. Lacking the temperament of the 

patient, long-suffering investigator, Espy seemed self-

assured and dogmatic. His forceful personality was the 

source of both his strength and his weakness, his success 

and his failure. Never content with merely peerage approval, 

he attempted to sell his theories and rainmaking plan to the 

public. After his wife's death in 1850, public lectures in 

America's lycexoms and meeting places absorbed much of his 

time. Here he persuaded many prominent citizens of the 

soundness of his scientific projects. He might have won 

a chance for a government sponsored experiment in rainmaking 

had he not unwisely alienated the nation's scientific leader-

ship. He was opposed by Joseph Henry, who felt he was too 

ambitious. Alexander Bache stated the scientific commu-

nity's attitude upon Espy's death in 1859. After praising 

his originality, Bache felt compelled to state that Espy's 

". . . enthusiasm prevented him from objectivity . . . his 

inductions from observations were often unsafe . . . his 

views . . . positive, and his conclusions absolute." Bache 

concluded by mentioning that Espy's appeal to "men of 

Smithsonian Institution, p. 110. 
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Smithsonian Institution, p. 110. 
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general reading" was greater than to the scientific 

• ̂  12 community. 

Friends in and outside the scientific community 

were as outspoken in their praise as enemies were per-

sistent in their criticism. Among those interested in the 

plan was the prominent British scientist John Aitken, whose 

discovery of condensation nuclei in the atmosphere still 

bears the name "Aitken's particles". Twelve years after 

Espy's death John Trowbridge scorned the scientists for 

dismissing Espy's plan because it was too widely believed 

by the public. "Even popular traditions deserve to be 

13 examined with care," he wrote. 

In spite of its support, Espy's plan was never 

given a trial along the proposed lines. His personality 

combined with a conservative congress to deny the experi-

ment. In spite of its frugal aspect and its foundation 

upon what at that time was relatively sound meteorological 

principles, the plan had to wait for the twentieth century 

before it was tried. A theory based on the effect of 

artillery concussion was to eclipse Espy's theory in the 

^^lbid. 

13 
Kenneth Arenberg and others, Weather Modifica-

tion: Past, Present and Future (Weymouth, Massachusetts 
Weymouth Gazette Press, 1954), p. 6; John Trowbridge, 
"Great Fires and Rain Storms," Popular Science Monthly, 
II (December 1872), p. 206. 
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14 late nineteenth century. And though the concussion 

method was more inclusive in its consideration of precipi-

tation factors, it was never as well qualified as Espy's 

plan. 

14 
Clark Spence, "The Dyrenforth Experiments: A 

Venture in Pluviculture," Arizona and the West, III 
(Autumn 1964), p. 206. 



CHAPTER II 

THE CONCUSSION METHOD 

The concussion theory of rainmaking was a legacy 

from the ancients, adopted and accommodated to succeeding 

centuries. Since Plutarch made his observation that rain 

usually follows great battles, the western world had been 

stubbornly haunted by this persistent idea. In speaking 

of the possible reasons for this phenomena, Plutarch pre-

sented two theories. One involved divine intervention. 

The other suggested that " . . . moist and heavy evapora-

tions, steaming forth from the blood and corruption, 

thicken the air, which naturally is subject to alteration 

from the smallest causes." Neither suggested that noise 

played a part. Nevertheless, as the booming sounds of 

gunpowder and subsequent smoke became a common product of 

battle it was assumed that these qualities influenced the 

rain which often followed. Thunder had always been asso-

ciated with rain, and it was difficult to assign it as 

cause or effect in the phenomenon. For these reasons 

Plutarch's basic assumption that rain followed battles 

Robert M. Hutchins, (ed.), Plutarch, vol. 14, 
Great Books of the Western World (Chicago: Encyclopedia 
Britannica, 1952), p. 341. 

12 
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was adapted to the age of gunpowder. It was not divine 

intervention or the evaporation of blood and sweat, but 

the deafening concussion of cannon which acted on the 

atmosphere. 

The ancient character of rainmaking and weather 

theory was neither completely without influence in the 

nineteenth century nor totally without plausibility in the 

twentieth century. Robert Dyrenforth, who carried out an 

1891 experiment in artificial rain production through con-

cussion, strongly felt the presence of ancient authority. 

In an attempt to reconcile the old and the new and to set 

the ancients straight, he assured the country that " . . . 

10,000 Greeks shouting their paeans . . . and 100,000 

Persians shouting . . . battle crys . . . " might create 

" . . . sound waves . . . capable of producing no signifi-
3 

cant effect among the volatile currents of the upper air." 

And if Plutarch was sure that the atmosphere was subject 

to alteration by the slightest provocation, he did not 

strike a very different note from twentieth century Nobel 

Prize winner Irving Langmuir who stated that ". . . to 

assume that a hurricane could not be successfully modified 

by even a single pellet of dry ice is like assuming that a 

Harrington, pp. 40-45; Spence, pp. 206-07. 

Robert Dyrenforth and Simon Newcomb, "Can We Make 
it Rain?" North American Review, CLIII (October 1891), p. 
387. 
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very large forest could not be set on fire by such a small 
4 

thing as a match." 

The derivative nature of the concussion theory did 

not go unnoticed by everyone in the nineteenth century. 

"The peculiar difference in the ancient and modern belief," 

said the Scientific American Supplement, "will be at once 

noticed as residing in the causes which produce the rain." 

The ancient belief emphasized divine power or moist evapo-

ration. The present, however, indicated that "divine power 
5 

is overlooked, and villainous saltpeter is conjured up." 

The nineteenth century nature of the concussion 

theory emphasized physical forces. The mechanical charac-

ter of the theory was explained by concussion advocates who 

saw the atmosphere as a set of forces. For such forces to 

coexist in a state of equilibrium meant that rain could not 

fall. The equilibrium prevented the initiation of the pre-

cipitation process by stopping necessary updrafts which 

carried warm moist air to the colder upper atmosphere. 

What was needed, then, was a blast from a few cannons to ^ 

break the balanced state of nature and allow natural 

processes to begin to create rain clouds. 

iiiiii 

^Horace Byers, "History of Weather Modification," 
(unpublished manuscript, 1972, Southwest Collection, Texas 
Tech University), p. 26. 

^"Production of Rain by Human Agency," Scientific 
American Supplement, III (April 1877), p. 1070. 
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While concussionists talked about setting the proper 

physical forces in motion, a new group of factors in the 

natural process of precipitation appeared to be important 

in the expanding field of meteorology. Electricity and 

condensation nuclei both figured into the precipitation 

process. How these factors operated, meteorologists were 

not sure. Research had not yet uncovered the nature of 

their operation in the natural production of rainfall. 

This was especially true in the United States where the 

collection of weather data and emphasis on public weather 

services took precedent over research activities. 

What is important is that the concussion theory, 

j though it was primarily mechanical, accommodated itself 

to those ideas which emphasized electrical and nucleation 
7 

processes. Just as Plutarch had adpated to gunpowder, so 

had concussion adjusted itself to electricity and nuclei. 

For those who favored electricity, it was confidently if 

vaguely explained that friction from the discharge of a 

battery of artillery would produce " . . . electrical action 

g 
Bernard E. Fernow, Chief of the Division of For-

estry, "Artificial Rainfall," Report of the Secretary of 
Agriculture (Washington: Government Printing Office, 
1890), pp. 227-35; Whitnah, p. 43. 

U.S., Congress, House, Production of Rain by 
Artillery Firing, House Report 786, 43rd Congress, Ist Ses-
sion (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1874), pp. 
2-4; Jeremiah Rusk, Letter from the Secretary of Agriculture, 
Senate Executive Document 45, 52nd Congress, Ist Session 
(Washington: Government Printing Office, 1892), p. 4. 
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or in some other unknown way, may operate directly to 
o 

cause condensation of aqueous vapor." As for nuclei 

that might be needed, that would be provided by the smoke 

resulting from the blast. For those who might raise the 

question of humidity, the concussionists had formulated a 

safe assumption. "The air is a reservoir," they stated, 

which ". . . is capable of holding in suspension a vast 
9 

amount of . . . fluid." From this assumption it was 

ultimately reasoned that "It will not be necessary, in 

order to produce rain, that there should be a cloud in 

sight when the firing is commenced." Amid such untem-

pered optimism, credibility was destroyed for many 

scientists. 

In the forceful optimism, surrounding the plan's 

presentation, in its origin, and in its analogous nature 

the concussion theory had features in common with the 

Espian idea. Both ideas were attempts to assist nature in 

the creation of conditions which would lead to naturally 

occurring processes. The warm updraft was important in 

both plans. Both plans were scientific interpretations of 

older folk practices. They revitalized what the authority 

o 

U.S., Congress, House, Production of Rain . . ., 
p. 4. 

9 Ibid., p. 1. 

Edward Powers, War and the Weather, or the Arti-
ficial Production of Rain (Chicago: S. C. Griggs and Co., 
1871), p. 92. 
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of folklore or the ancients was unable to do. Finally, 

both plans showed an optimistic face. Like James Espy, 

the concussionists pushed their plan forward with a posi-

tive initiative. They made the plan's popularity grow 

with dramatic and confident claims. The concussion theory 

was nourished by popular enthusiasm. 

The American public might have been exposed to the 

concussion theory through European authors who had written 

on the subject. It was a well-known fact that Napoleon 

had used gunfire in an attempt to change the weather. A 

series of articles in a New York paper during the 1850s 

did something for exposure of the idea. But it was the 

nation's Civil War experience which set the tone for its 

increased popularity. Many veterans, remembering the 

war's muddy campaigns, were convinced that cannonading 

caused a downpour. 

A civil engineer from Wisconsin, however, became 

the most important factor in generating public interest. 

Edward Powers claimed to have published his first work on 

the subject of rainmaking in 1841, the same year Espy 

released his Philosophy of Storms. Later by collecting 

data from both the Mexican and Civil War, Powers arranged 

his evidence in a convincing fabric of logic which he 

called War and the Weather. His use of a crude statistical 

Spence, p. 207. 
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method was to provide proof that concussion caused rain. 

The author's purpose was to stimulate Congressional and 

public interest in concussion-made rain. The book was 

released in 1871. It appeared, to a large portion of 

the public, to be a cogent argument. Widely read and 

quoted, War and the Weather became the concussionists' 

Bible.-^^ 

War and the Weather reflected both the reach and 

the limits of Powers' public policy vision. While legal 

conflict and exploitation were anticipated, the benefits 

of rainmaking were supposed to be almost entirely bestowed 

on agriculture. Certain that inadvertant rainfall had been 

produced by ordnance, Powers proposed that the federal 

government take up the responsibility of ". . . developing 

13 the natural principle that seems to be involved." The 

discovery of such a principal and confirmation of the rain-

making method would be of such national importance that 

public rights would overrule private patents or monopolies 

on the rainmaking procedure. With a strongly pro-agricultural 

statement, Powers placed himself in a leadership role of an 

economic group whose political power was on the rise. The 

government, Powers said, had already spent money for storm 

telegraphy which primarily benefited commerce, now he would 

^^lbid. 

13 
Powers, War and the Weather . . ., p. 4. 
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champion the cause of agriculture. 

Following the publication of War and the Weather 

there was a flurry of rainmaking excitement. In 1872 and 

again in 1874 Congress was memorialized to sponsor con-

cussion experiments. Though Powers was the chief author 

of the requests, he was aided in 1874 by Illinois Senator 

Charles Farwell. The 1874 request claimed to present new 

facts which would add to the proposal's credibility. Tan-

talizing claims of eventual forest fire control, for in-

15 stance, were attractively made. Optimistic attitudes 

seemed to sweep away scientific caution. The government's 

function would be to vindicate concussion, not to test it. 

In 1874 Congressman Cain carelessly reported before an 

agriculture committee 

If it should be condeded—as it must be from 
the facts that will be presented—that battles 
have produced changes in the weather, it would 
seem to be an eminently proper subject for 
legislative action to provide for an investiga-
tion of the conditions under which these changes 
can be made.-^^ 

Still, Congress was not easily influenced. Neither Powers 

nor Farwell was able to secure a Congressional appropria-

tion for respectable experimentation. 

•'•̂ lbid., pp. 4, 94. 

•̂ N̂ew York Times, March 2, 1874, p. 1, col. 4; New 
York Herald, January 2, 1872, p. 4, col. 3. 

^^U.S., Congress, House, Production of Rain . . ., 
p. 2. 
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Strong forces, however, had been set in motion. 

The nation's congress would not yield to a concussion 

proposal for sixteen years, but the patent office would 

record two rainmaking plans while momentum for the 

federal government's involvement grew. A scientific 

counter force raised significant opposition. There was 

considerable alarm over what scientists felt was a dis-

regard for objectivity. Such opposition served to 

strengthen the concussionist's determination to march 

confidently forward. Admitting their facts might be 

incomplete, they seldom admitted their proof was insuf-

ficient. 

•̂ Ŝpence, pp. 210, 216. 



CHAPTER III 

WINNING GOVERNMENT APPROVAL AND CONDUCTING 

GOVERNMENT EXPERIMENTS 

Important among those who pushed concussion forward 

was Confederate veteran Daniel Ruggles of Fredericksburg, 

Virginia. In 1880 a congressional agricultural committee 

considered his laborious proposal to implement the concus-

sion method. His proposal, modeled after his patent, 

extraneously surveyed the glories of scientific progress. 

It then illustrated that progress is realized through per-

sistent faith in technological visions followed by trial 

and error procedures. While educated skeptics, for instance,,,,,,,,, 

refused to believe that the steamship could carry sufficient 

coals to cross the Atlantic, men of vision and action 

bridged the continents by steam ten years later. The 

skeptical scientists had allowed their calculations to 

limit their vision. "Thus much for the theoretical and a 

premium for the practical," was Ruggles primary thrust. 

Realizing that the concussion theory was under attack by 

scientists who doubted the substantial character of its 

FBnirl--THihh-ia?d, Memorial to Congress, Senate 
Miscellaneous Document 39, 46th Congress, 2nd Session 
(Washington: Government Printing Office, 1880), pp. 1-4. 

21 
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theoretical foundation, Ruggles tried to bolster the argu-

ment with the latest meteorological knowledge. Careful 

selection and emphasis of particular accepted facts juxta-

posed with the concussionist hypothesis seemed convincing 
2 

enough to a large layman public and to many scientists. 

His argument could not fail to draw a large degree of 

acceptance, it verbalized America's faith in progress and 

pragmatism. 

Exemplifying the pragmatic approach he advocated, 

Ruggles had acquired a patent on the concussion method in 
3 

1880. He was probably aware that patents violated Edward 

Power's conception of the concussion method's use, but 

failing to receive government suggort, Ruggles perhaps 

reasoned, that utilization of the plan could be accomplished 

only through private sponsorship. 

Ruggles' patent provided for exploding aerial bal-

loons in the atmosphere rather than ground level. The 

effect of aerial concussion would be to place the concus-
4 

sion's impáct closer to the area of concern. His claims 

were not taken lightly. His methods were utilized by later 

experiments to such an extent that the Scientific American 

Supplement erroneously stated that Ruggles' patent had 

^Ruggles, pp. 1-17; Harrington, p. 54. 

Harrington, p. 54. 

Ruggles, pp. 4, 6, 13. 
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been stolen. The Ruggles patent in its proposed form, 

however, was never tried.^ 

Though the concussion theory of rainmaking was the 

most popular, it was not the only proposed method. Precip-

itation was a puzzling process. It was not evident to the 

scientific world which of precipitation's many factors were 

of primary importance and which were of a secondary nature; 

from a technological viewpoint, which must be artificially 

reproduced in order to initiate the process and which might 

be ignored without thereby ignoring a vital factor in the 

production of rain. Was it vital to break the atmosphere's 

equilibrium and thus create a state of atmospheric insta-

bility? Was it necessary to produce a proper electrical 

charge? Was rain dependent on the existence of a suffi-

cient and proper nuclei? Were all of these factors unim-

portant without a sufficient humidity? Some meteorologists 

emphasized temperature as still another factor. Using 

balloons to test the changing temperatures of clouds, they 

inferred that a cooling process was necessary to the pro-

duction of rain. 

Louis Gathman's 1891 rainmaking patent was based 

on the temperature factor. It is important because of its 

pronounced departure from the concussion theory. Gathman 

5„ Rain Makers in the United States," Scientific 
American Supplement, XXXII (October 1891), p. 13160; 
Spence, p. 210. 
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reasoned that by releasing liquefied carbonic gas;é in the 

upper air, its subsequent evaporation would chill the 

atmosphere, create a cloud and finally create rain. The 

gas was to be released by means of an exploding balloon. 

The concussion theory's credits could then be claimed, but 

explosion played a secondary role in Gathman's plan.^ 

While his patent was never given a proper trial in 

the nineteenth century, the twentieth century discovered 

that placing dry ice in a cloud could initiate precipita-

tion by lowering the cloud's temperature. This discovery 

caused some authors to claim that Gathman was 50 years 
7 

ahead of his time. It must be noted, however, that 

Gathman assumed he could create a cloud. Twentieth cen-

tury scientists utilized existing cloud formations. 

With all the confusion over precipitation factors 

and the inherent frustrations in an uncontrolled atmos-

pheric laboratory, it is not surprising that more careful 

and cautious men preferred to postpone practical rainmaking 

attempts until hypotheses rested on a sounder foundation. 

Harrington, pp. 52, 53; U.S. Patent Office, Offi-
cial Gazette, Patent No. 462,795, vol. 57 (Washington: 
Government Printing Office, 1891), p. 736. 

^Daniel S. Halacy Jr., The Weather Changers (New 
York: Harper and Row, 1968), p. 68. While most 19th cen-
tury rainmaking proposals assumed that clouds could be 
created, it is interesting that Daniel Ruggles seems to 
have advocated testing his patent on existing clouds. See 
Daniel Ruggles, Memorial . . ., p. 6. 
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Much of the layman public and a majority of scientists 

disagreed with what must have seemed a rainmaking crusade. 

It must be true that many opponents to rainmaking were 

directed by a conservative lack of vision; the same factors 

that caused the people to scorn the early railroads and 

later the airplane, were certainly operative in the his-

tory of rainmaking. Others had more substantial reasons 

for their skepticism. G. H. Stone, for instance, claimed 

that continual blasting in the Rocky Mountains on a rail-
p 

road crew had produced no rain the entire summer. Scien-

tific opposition stemmed from a belief that the concussion 

theory ignored the primary factors in rain production or 

that preliminary experiments in the laboratory must precede 

a trial and error search in the volatile atmosphere. They 

feared (not without reason) that the precipitation of rain 

following a government-sponsored cannonading would estab-

lish a cause-effect relationship in the public mind that 

would do little to justify the theory with physically based 

9 scientific proof. Rainmaking by concussion was viewed i, u. 

then from several angles. The concussionist's optimism, 

the public's hopes and suspicions, and the scientist's 

p 
G. H. Stone, "Rain-making by Concussion in the 

Rocky Mountains," Science, XIX (January 1892), p. 52. 

^Fernow, "Artificial Rainfall," pp. 227-35; "Rain 
Makers in the United States," p. 13159; Edwin Houston, 
"Artificial Rain Making," Scientific American Supplement, 
XXXII (October 1891), p. 13161. 
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skepticism were all in operation. 

The forces of optimism and hope were to win a 

temporary victory over suspicion and skepticism for a 

variety of reasons. The concussionists claims could be 

neither proved nor disproved until rainmaking had been 

given a public and scientific trial. The public wanted 

empirical proof. The United States was only one of many 

nations whose interest in rainmaking led to experimentation 

International rivalry for the development of an effective 

rainraaking method was important in a f ew minds, but the 

real motivators of interest in the United States were 

related to American agriculture. Farming expansion on the 

Great Plains meant a larger number of people ̂ ould be sub-

jected to the Plain's frequent droughts. Rainmaking was 

also aided by the rising political power of agriculture. 

The Agriculture Department was a strong advocate 

of concussion. Secretary of Agriculture Jeremiah Rusk had 

arranged for a meeting between meteorologist John Finley 

and Senator Farwell. Political and technological strength 

were to be united, and Farwell's amateur enthusiasm tem-

pered by scientific expertise. Researching the Library of 

Congress and patent office, Rusk planned the upcoming 

Fernow, "Artificial Rainfall," p. 229. European 
interest in concussion corresponded to American interest. 
The concussion theory had been formalized both in France 
and Enqland by the late 1860s. See Spence, p. 207. 
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Great Plains meant a larger number of people 'sould be sub-

jected to the Plain's frequent droughts. Rainmaking was 

also aided by the rising political power of agriculture. 

The Agriculture Department was a strong advocate 

of concussion. Secretary of Agriculture Jeremiah Rusk had 

arranged for a meeting between meteorologist John Finley 

and Senator Farwell. Political and technological strength 

were to be united, and Farwell's amateur enthusiasm tem-

pered by scientific expertise. Researching the Library of 

Congress and patent office, Rusk planned the upcoming 

•^^Fernow, "Artificial Rainfall," p. 229. European 
interest in concussion corresponded to American interest. 
The concussion theory had been formalized both in France 
and Enqland by the late 1860s. See Spence, p. 207. 
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experiment. Appropriations would naturally fall to the 

Agriculture Department. 

Having been adequately coached, Farwell was ready 

in 1890 to resubmit the concussion proposal with an im-

portant difference. He was asking for $2,000 to carry out 

what Powers originally felt would cost more than $160,000. 

Quickly winning approval from the agriculture committee, 

the proposal found its way into agricultural appropriations 

in late 1890. Responding to a definitely unenthusiastic 

attitude in the Weather Bureau, Secretary Rusk decided that 

the forestry division would direct the rainmaking experi-

12 ment. Of course $2,000 was completely inadequate, but 

additional funds could be acquired after initial experiments 

inevitably whipped up enthusiasm. The important thing is 

that the government had at last given sanction to rainmaking. 

The concussion rainmaking experiment found itself 

under the direction of Robert St. George Dyrenforth. A ,^ 

man of wide experience, he had received a large part of 

his education in German universities. While working as a 

patent attorney in Washington, Dyrenforth had corae into 

contact with concussionists. Having gained the confidence 

of Secretary Rusk and under-secretary Edwin Willets, he 

"'""̂ Spence, p. 210; Rusk, pp. 1-4. 

^^Spence, p. 210; George E. Curtis, "Rainmaking in 
Texas," Nature, XLIV (October 1891), p. 594; Fernow, p. 
227. 
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was given coraplete charge of the arabitious task to prove 

that a cause-effect relationship existed between noise 

13 and rainfall. 

In an atterapt to broaden the experiraent and to 

avoid Ruggles patent, it was planned that both aerial and 

ground concussion would be used. Explosive balloons and 

artillery would have to be transported to sorae arid region 

where the production of rain would be more dramatically 

convincing in favor of concussion. Western landowners 

offered the use of their drought-stricken holdings. They 

also offered money to help conduct the experiments. Nelson 

Morris' "C" (Chicago) Ranch, located on the stark Texas 

plains in Andrews County, was finally chosen. Having suf-

fered an eighteen month drought, the C Ranch was desperate 

for water. Mr. Morris was a wealthy Chicago meatpacker. 

He had the means to do something about nature's harsh 

14 
treatment of his property. 

Meanwhile, the chief of the forestry division, 

Bernard Férnow, wrote his report setting down what would 

represent the typical view of the scientific establishraent. 

He, perhaps raore than raost scientists, expressed a bias 

against concussion frora the beginning. Unirapressed by 

•̂ •̂ Who's Who in Araerica 1901-02 (Chicago: A. N. 
Marquis, 1901), p. 332; Spence, p. 214. 

"^^Spence, pp. 214-18; New York Tiraes, Noveraber 
16, 1891, p. 1, col. 5. 
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Power's War and the Weather, he stated that its internal 

logic was faulty. While adraitting that raechanical dis-

turbance of static air masses raight cause precipitation 

under certain circumstances, Fernow believed that the con-

cussionists lacked the proper scientific attitude. He was 

irked by their methods, and felt that they were not search-

ing for truth but seeking to validate their own predeter-

mined assumptions. The established body of meteorological 

knowledge, he felt, was simply not adequate to support the 

concussionists efforts. In Fernow's mind theory should 

precede practice. Before writing his report, Fernow had 

asked to be excused from planning the experiment. His 

request was granted. Before taking his leave, however, he 

appointed George Curtis, a similar thinking meteorologist, 

15 
to accompany the rainmaking expedition. 

By August of 1891 prelirainary experiments had been 

completed and experiments were begun on the C Ranch. Scien-

tists, adventurers, and newspaper reporters visited the 

site. High Texas winds swept the Plains and with them 

sorae of the expedition's equipraent. Faulty equipraent 

plagued the experiments. In general the conduct of the 

experiment was clumsy. Nor did rain fall in sufficient 

•̂ B̂ernard E. Fernow, Chief of the Division of 
Forestry, "Rainfall Experiments," Report of the Secretary 
of Aqriculture (Washington: Government Printmg Office, 
T891) , p. 194; Fernow, "Artificial Rainfall," pp. 227-35; 
Rusk, p. 11-
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quantities nor patterns to please the scientists. Govern-

ment raeteorologist Curtis, whose views leaned toward the 

anti-concussionists, became an imraediate eneray of the ex-

periraent. Writing frora the C Ranch he cast doiobt on the 

concussionists' raotives, purposes, and methods. The whole 

episode, he believed, had been a farce on good sense and 

science. The raeager and spotted rains on the ranch were 

all the result of natural causes and had been predicted 

beforehand by the Weather Bureau according to Curtis. 

Taking credit for the rain which did fall, however, Dyren-

forth sent his publicity reports throughout the nation. 

These faraous "Dyrenforth dispatches" clairaed success. 

Optiraisra and extravagant clairas influenced thousands of 

Americans. Dissenting opinions were found in a few news-

papers, but raany newspapers inundated the public with 

rainraaking hopes. 

Dyrenforth dashed back to Washington to drura up 

support and grant interviews. Meanwhile, citizens of El 

Paso, facing a severe raunicipal water shortage, gathered 

sufficient financial aid to entice the rainmakers to visit 

their city. Again the high winds proved a disadvantage, 

but prorainent citizens frora New Mexico, Arizona, and Chi-

huahua, Mexico, were irapatiently awaiting the coraraenceraent 

of the exercise. A preraature experiment in El Paso led to 

•^^Spence, pp. 216-18; New York Tiraes, November 16, 
1891, p. 1/ col. 5. 
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little moisture. Criticism of the project increased but 

enthusiastic raoraentura did not subside. 

Next, Robert Kleberg, placing a large budget at 

the rainraaking teara's disposal, called the group to relieve 

the drought on his King Ranch. At "Carap Edward Powers" 

the group was showered by heavy rains. Their clairas of 

success were loud. But counter clairas were also being 

heard. Curtis and Fernow were advocating that public lec-

tures be raade throughout the country to expose the rain-

raakers. It was suggested that the Weather Bureau disavow 

18 the Agriculture Departraent's part in the experiraent. 

Still Congress had allowed the concussionists 

$7,000 more for conducting the experiment in 1891. Senator 

Farwell boldly asked for $10,000 in the 1892 appropriation 

bill. After sorae raaneuvering in the Agriculture Committee 

and the House, the additional $10,000 was granted "just as 

19 an accomraodation to rae," Farwell reported. Public 

optiraisra, however, raight have played as important a role 

as Farwell's personal influence. 

The concussionists burst far ahead of the conserva-

tive scientists in the first stretch of a race for public 

•'•̂ Spence, pp. 218-20; Rusk, p. 31. 

Spence, pp. 221-25. 

•^^U.S., Congress, Congressional Record, XXIII 
(1892), p. 5153; "Rain Makers in the United States," pp. 
13159-161. 
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attention, but caution was catching up. Concussion scien-

tists in Washington were laboring over new explosives while 

the rainmaking party had raoved, by Thanksgiving 1892, to 

"Camp Farwell" near San Antonio, Texas. Anti-concussionists 

were converting a few newspapers and periodicals to their 

point of view. Rainraaking was becoraing a popular object 

of national hioraor. Satire in the forra of cartoons, poems 

and clever remarks accomplished much that serious argument 

could not. Still, the sun of public approval shone brightly 

at the Alarao Heights Thanksgiving festivities in 1892. 

Prorainent guests visited the site, and preparations for 

rainraaking were underway. 

The San Antonio experiraent proved to be the concus-

sionists' nemesis. The blasting and pounding of artillery 

throughout the month of November and December brought no 

rain. Alexander Macfarlane, a Texas University physicist 

whose education in Edinburgh, Scotland, was well respected, 

made his uninvited appraisal of the San Antonio event. 

Both the conduct of the experiment and the concussion theory 

itself, he said, were faulty. Old and venerable Edward 

Powers, who had accompanied the Dyrenforth experiraents, 

turned against Dyrenforth but not the concussion theory. 

These factors plus the powerful strength of public scorn 

brought the concussionist cause to ruin. By 1893 Robert 

^^Spence, p. 227; Harrington, p. 57. 
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Dyrenforth was christened by public jest as "General 

Dry-hence-forth." A new and unfriendly Secretary of 

Agriculture, allowed Weather Bureau Chief Mark Harrington, 

to inform Dyrenforth that the unexpended rainmaking budget 

would revert to the treasury. "A government venture in 

21 
pluviculture" had ended. 

After an embarrassing test of the concussion theory, 

the governraent, like a prodigal son, repudiated alluring 

distractions, repented for wandering, and returned to the 

seciirity of expert authoritarianism. Concussionists con-

tinued to claim success. They also claimed that the con-

cussion theory, because of Dyrenforth's incorapetence, had 

not received a fair trial. The public, in spite of the 

scientific debate, was not much more enlightened than be-

fore. Most Americans, following the government example, 

dismissed rainmaking, but a substantial number did not. 

The concussion theory died hard. Out of government and 

private interest in rainmaking grew a booraing comraercial 

rainmaking business which joined the railroads in exploit-

ing the farmer, and gave American folklore and literature 

the awesorae, intriguing, and colorful rainraaker. 

Spence, pp. 227-29. An unexpected $5,000 frora 
the 1892 appropriation which had been earraarked for a South 
Dakota experiment, was reclaimed by the treasury. 



CHAPTER IV 

SCIENTISTS AND RAINMAKING 

The artificial production of rain was nourished by 

ancient and universal aspirations and assumptions. It was, 

nevertheless, easily assimilated by modern Western thought. 

Greco-Roraan or Barbarian, East or West, each culture and 

age approved an acceptable raethod to initiate rainfall. 

Both the Espian raethod involving fire and the concussion 

raethod were products of older, raore primitive societies. 

Later, Christianity, in spite of occasional conflict with 

science, generally supported man's efforts to seek control 

over his environment. Nineteenth century thought was un-

easy in the tradition that God would intervene to divide 

the sea on man's behalf. But it never doubted that God had 

given man dominion over nature. To subdue the earth was 

to obey divine command. To subdue it by scientific means 

was to discover the physical laws of the universe and their 

utilization for man's progress. 

Science, with a strong emphasis on an empirical 

approach, perceived nature's law as mechanical, cause-effect 

•'"Lynn White, Jr., "The Historical Roots of Our 
Ecologic Crisis," Science, CLV (March 1967), p. 155. 

34 
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forces. Operating with absolute certainty, the laws, 

thereby, allowed for predictability of and provided oppor-
2 

tunity to regulate natural forces. In order to discover 

physical laws the scientific thinker was obligated to 

conduct a pure investigation by disraissing old assuraptions 

and by beginning with a new â  priori base or progressing 

inductively frora laboratory observations. Discovery of a 

physical law obligated the scientific thinker to conduct an 

applied investigation in search of a technological raeans of 

regulating the law. Both the discovery of the physical law 

and its utilization required iraaginative and disciplined 

thinking. 

These necessary eleraents of scientific thought were 

in conflict where rainmaking was involved. Advocates of 

rainmaking claimed (in the late nineteenth century as they 

would in the mid-twentieth century) that opponents of rain-

raaking lacked iraagination. Opponents inversely clairaed the 
3 

rainraakers lacked discipline. Antagonists raight have 
clairaed the rainraakers lacked iraagination as well. Never 

Nineteenth century scientific thought is charac-
terized by a confidence in absolute knowledge in Newtonian 
terras. The introduction of relativity in twentieth cen-
tury thinking has modified nineteenth century concepts to 
a large extent. See Ritchie Calder, "The Nature of Science," 
Britannica Perspectives, 2 vols. (Chicago: William Benton 
Publishers, 1968), vol. I, pp. 1-31. 

"^Fernow, "Artificial Rainfall," p. 227; Ruggles, 
pp. 1-3. 
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free from the influence of the past, nineteenth century 

rainmakers did not abandon the adaptive assumption that 

rain followed fires and battles. Instead, they tried to 

apply scientific thinking to an old theory, to produce a 

scientific explanation for what they believed was an old, 

demonstrable phenomenon. It was a striking exaraple of 

historical continuity's blending of past and present. 

The Rainraakers' search for a scientific explanation 

raade thera uncorafortably conscious of the ancient and popular 

character of the rainmaking theories. Edward Powers keenly 

felt the need to disassociate his position from popular 

thought. Dyrenforth and Ruggles had an uneasy awareness 

that rainmaking's kinship to popular tradition prevented 

total scientific recognition and respectability. Rainmaking 

advocates complained that the scientific establishment auto-

raatically dismissed rainmaking proposals because of their 

popular character. Rainraaking's tainted status seemed a 
4 

pervasive barrier to success. 

The question of a scientific method, however, was 

of more particular and immediate concern. A rainraaker 

never lacked the daring to search for a precipitation raethod. 

But how did one conduct the search? Was erapirical observa-

tion or rational calculation raore iraportant as a test of 

Powers, War and the Weather . . ., pp. 3, 139; 
Dyrenforth and Newcomb, pp. 386-87; Ruggles, p. 13; 
Trowbridge, p. 207. 
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rainmaking's efficacy? Did trial and error experiraentation 

with rainraaking techniques have to precede either? If 

technology was to take precedent over basic research, was 

it the raechanical, cheraical, or electrical key which un-

locked the door both to the discovery of precipitation law 

and its use? Here were the confusing and unanswered ques-

tions which plagued rainmakers. 

Characterized by confusion, Nineteenth Century rain-

making brought together varied and vacillating opinion. 

Edward Powers, an amateur meteorologist, contradicted hira-

self by discounting the Espian raethod while at the same 

time entertaining the idea that volcanic eruptions and 

conflagrations might produce precipitation. H. A. Hazen, 

a professional meteorologist, began as a skeptical observer 

and ended as a convinced participant of the rainraaking ef-

fort. Espy and Powers emphasized warra updrafts and dis-

turbance of atmospheric equilibrium as a proper method. 

Yet they pondered whether the creation of electrical charges 

or precipitation nuclei was more important. Professional 

meteorologists Mark Harrington and Edwin Houston along with 

other scientific figures believed that the answer was to 

be found in cooling the air. But they saw no possibility 

of successfully accoraplishing it. They did not, however, 

claim that fire and noise had no effect on the atmosphere. 
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They clairaed there was no significant effect. 

Just as there was little agreeraent on a precipita-

tion raethod, so there was division on the total scientific 

outlook and method of evaluation. Espy and Powers reasoned 

that the appearance of clouds following the application of 

their method was erapirical proof of effectiveness. They 

also suggested that statistical evidence involving rain-

making target areas contrasted to outside areas was an 

evaluation tool. H. C. Russell and Alexander Macfarlane, 

on the other hand, calculated that the mechanical forces 

created by fire or noise could not significantly affect the 

atmosphere. It would require raore fire and noise than it 

was possible to produce in order to have a measurable effect 

on precipitation. Nineteenth century rainmakers would have 

agreed with twentieth century scientist Irving Langmuir 

that a pellet of dry ice might cause weather change as 

easily as a match raight cause a forest fire. Nineteenth 

century rainraaking opponents favored Simon Newcomb's com-

parison in his famous rebuttal to Dyrenforth. "A thousand 

detonations," he said, "can produce no more effect upon 

the air . . . than a thousand rebounds of a small boy's 

5 
Powers, War and the Weather . . ., pp. 77-79; 85; 

Spence, p. 225; Trowbridge, p- 211; Dyrenforth and Newcorab, 
p. 400; Harrington, p. 59; Houston, p. 13161; Espy, pp. 
35-37; Edward Powers, "Rain Making," Science, XIX (January 
1892) , p. 53. H. A. Hazen, "Rain Making," Scientific 
Araerican, LXV (October 1891), p. 277. 
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rubber ball would prodyce upon a stone wall." Much of 

the scientific proof either side could muster was most 

eloquently, if not most adequately stated in these simile 

statements. 

Along with conflicting opinions and standards of 

judgment, a lack of laboratory conditions increased confu-

sion. The atmosphere was an unpredictable environment in 

which to conduct rainmaking experiments. Its uncontrolled 

conditions along with inadequate meteorological tools made 

measurement precarious at best. Under such*conditions it 

was easy to forget pura research and focus on trial and 

error efforts in the development of rainmaking technology. 

Although rainmakers like Edward Powers saw need for 

basic investigation, they recognized what they felt was a 

more fundamental fact. The nature of rainmaking, they 

reasoneci, imposed uncontrolled conditions on the scientist. 

If rainmaking was to be developed, it must be done largely 
7 

outside the scientific laboratory. This fact, which con-

tinues to trouble twentieth century weather modification 

scientists, helped cause the professional meteorologist to 

clispair of rainmaking's potential. 

Dyrenforth and Newcomb, pp. 388, 4 01; San Antonio 
Paily Express, December 2, 1892, p. 3, col. 1; Espy, pp. 1-
38; Powers, War and the Weather . . ., pp. 1-139; Byers, 
P«-26. ;-

7 Powers, "Rain Í4aking," p, 52, 
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In spite of confusion and disagreement, it is in-

correct to say that rainraaking produced apparent scientific 

error. Weather Bureau Chief Mark Harrington conceded in 

1896 that rainraaking raethods had a possibility for a sraall 

degree of validity, but that their efficacy could not be 

established. Neither did he feel that the newer concussion 
p 

theory outweighed Espy's ideas in relative integrity. 

Rainraaking ideas stiraulated many comments frora scientists. 

Few of them were conclusive. The rainraaking position could 

be neither proved nor disproved. Yet the uncertainty of 

its position led to failure. Truth did not eraerge frora 

confusion. 

Unlike the telegraph, reaper, or sewing raachine, 

rainmaking was a nineteenth century failure. Yet when 

subjected to the same analysis as these decisively suc-

cessful technological developments, comraon factors eraerge. 

First, all the developraents, successful or not, were products 

of curious minds. Second, rainraaking utilized new inventions 

for its particular purpose. Just as the steam boat applied 

steam power to travel, so did rainraakers apply newly devel-

oped aerial balloons and explosives to their purpose. 

Third, a general need helped stiraulate a rainmaking method 

as it helped develop other inventions. Droughts, periodi-

cally plaguing the econoraically developing Great Plains, 

o 

Harrington, p. 59. 
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encouraged rainraaking. Finally, frora a sociological point 

of view, there was a need to bring rainraaking into line 

with the secular scientific culture of the modern world. 

Divine power and magic were to give way to raanipulation 

of atraospheric equilibriura. 

Many rainraakers preferred the exciting political 

arena to indecisive and opaque scientific dialectics. 

Political victories were sought as a raeans to final sub-

stantiation of rainraaking efficacy. If only the government 

would recognize rainraaking, it was thought that a speedy 

developraent of dependable techniques and answers to theo-

retical puzzles would follow. This idea, adopted by the 

Departraent of Agriculture and Patent Office, began to build 

influence. Rainmaking, with the help of an important 
9 

sponsor, was able to win a Congressional victory. 

If an originally reluctant and skeptical Congress 

became the vulnerable tool of a rainraaking interest, it did 

not prevent Araerican governraent from developing a counter 

force within its own system. Rainraaking's most able adver-

sary ironically eraerged within the Department of Agricul-

ture. The Weather Bureau (only recently transferred to the 

U.S. Congress, House, Production of Rain . . ., 
p. 1. Both Robert Dyrenforth and Daniel Ruggles were 
employees of the Patent Office at the time their proposals 
were initiated. The Patent Office easily granted patents 
in the field of applied science. See Bernard Jaffe, Men 
of Science in America (New York: Simon and Schuster, 
l9'46) , p. xxvi. 
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Departraent of Agriculture frora the Array's Signal Corps) 

found itself in the position of defending the scientific 

integrity of its professional staff against what it be-

lieved to be the outcry of an irresponsible and amateur 

group of scientific adventurers. The Forestry Division, 

also within the Departraent of Agriculture, openly opposed 

rainmaking. In spite of temporary Congressional approval 

and support from high officials in the Departraent of Agri-

culture and the Patent Office, the Weather Bureau and the 

Forestry Division with the aid of professional scientists 

outside government employment gave consistent and ulti-

raately overwhelraing combat to rainmakers. 

Frora Espy's formal request in 1839 to Pov/ers and 

Farwell's second request in 189 0 Congress had shown itself 

reluctant to appropriate raoney for rainraaking projects. 

Reasons for Congressional denial of rainraaking proposals 

are difficult to find. It has been suggested that Espy's 

standing with his peers raay have endangered approval of 

his plan. Congress raay have also felt that approval of 

rainraaking proposals would have encouraged a flood of other 

petitions requiring scientific judgraent. 

•'-̂ New York Herald, January 2, 1872, p. 4; Whitnah, 
pp. 58-60, 88; Fernow, "Artificial Rainfall," pp. 227-34. 

^"^Powers, War and the Weather . . . , p- 77; Dupree, 
p. 49. 
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Speculation on the reasons for the rainraakers' 

success in 1890 produces three raajor factors. First, the 

rainmaking raoraentura had increased. New patents and pro-

posals created increased dialogue between scientists and 

laymen from 1870 to 1890. Second, Charles Fairwell, sponsor 

of the rainraaking proposal, was a strong leader in 1890. 

Congressional approval might not have been possible without 

his influence. Third, the Department of Agriculture added 

its weight in favor of the rainmakers. With an expanding 

constituency and territory the Departraent of Agriculture 

was an impressive ally in the political struggle. 

Rainmaking's force as a public issue gained a 

roughly steady raoraentum frora Power's first proposal in 

1870 to the 1890 Congressional approval. The popular 

nature of War and the Weather, its second printing and 

release in 1890,''•̂  additional rainraaking patents and pro-

posals, renewed requests frora drought-stricken individuals, 

and increased interests within certain governmental agencies 

13 
all aided the optimistic inertia. 

Senator Charles Farwell's sponsorship of the pro-

posal added a powerful patron and champion to the cause. 

Farwell, like the Departraent of Agriculture, was an early 

•'•̂ Destruction of the printing plates for War and 
the Weather in the 1871 Chicago fire made the second issue 
necessary. See Spence, p. 211. 

^•^lbid., pp. 210, 225. 
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friend of the concussion proposal. He had introduced 

Power's first proposal in 1872 to an unwilling Congress. 

The years immediately following the proposal were turbu-

lent times for Farwell. A senator representing one of 

Illinois' restless Chicago districts, Farwell was to becorae 

a party to a political controversy in which his congres-

sional opponent contested Farwell's election. His political 

future was endangered. By 1880, however, the tide began to 

turn in his favor. That year, he was strong enough to bring 

a $50,000 suit against the Chicago Daily News for editori-

ally inflicted daraages. By 1890 he seeraed securely estab-

14 lished in the Senate. 

Senator Farwell, like raany nineteenth century gen-

tleraen, believed that concussion raight cause rain. He spoke 

of the plan with enthusiasm and took an active part in 

planning the experiraent. Although Farwell made ". . . no 

pretentions as a scientific raan," he confidently stated, 

"I've been convinced of its practicability (concussion) for 

20 years . . . It's just a question of applying what you 

know."^^ 

U.S., Congress, House, J. V. Le Moyne vs. C. B. 
Farwell, House Miscêllaneous Document 61, 44th Congress, 
Ist Session, (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1876) , 
pp. 1-3; New York Times, March 2, 1874, p. 1, col. 4; New 
York Times, December 10, 1880, p. 1, col. 5; Harrington, 
p. 54. 

15 
Rusk, p. 3. 

^^"Rain Makers in the United States," p. 13159. 
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Farwell's interest in rainmaking was not, however, i/ 

motivated by mere araateur enthusiasra. He was one of the 

principal owners of the XIT Ranch in Texas, a spread of 

over three raillion acres of parched, seraiarid land in the 
17 

Texas Panhandle. Likewise, Nelson Morris, an iraportant 

Farwell constituent on whose Texas ranch the experiments 

were conducted, stood a good chance to benefit from the 

successful application of rainraaking. Meteorologist Dr. 

W. K. Curtis writing frora Morris' C Ranch (an area only 

recently freed from the stigma of the Great Araerican Desert) 

rerainded the nation that such land " . . . would be greatly 

18 enhanced in value if the experiraent had been a success." 

Motivated by these interests, Senator Farwell, in 

Dr. Curtis' words, " . . . engineered the bill through Czar 

19 Reed's late and largely lamented Congress . . . " Far-

well's political methods invited criticism. But his candid 

boasting does not betray any guilty need to hide his politi-

cal procedures. Farwell shrewdly acquired the initial 

$2,000 appropriation in 1890, then waited for Dyrenforth's 

optimistic claims before additional requests for $7,000 in 

1891 and $10,000 in 1892 were raade. The araount of govern-

raent appropriations was not of primary importance during 

•̂ N̂ew York Tiraes, November 16, 1891, p. 1, col. 5. 

^^New York Times, November 16, 1891, p. 5, col. 5. 

^^lbid. 
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the early stages of experimentation. The Dyrenforth experi-

ments, largely supported by private raoney, were to serve as 

a conclusive basis for future Agriculture Departraent appro-

priations. 

The Departraent of Agriculture had been closely 

associated with rainmaking since Edward Power's 1871 

agriculturally-biased proposal. Secretary of Agriculture 

Jeremiah Rusk was deeply involved in acquiring Farwell's 

help on the 1890 rainmaking project as well as helping to 

plan the experiment itself. Farwell envisioned a full-

tirae rainmaking team sent out by the Agriculture Departraent 

20 to relieve drought throughout the West. Apparently 

speaking for the Departraent of Agriculture, Farwell assured 

states and local communities that he sought ". . . no con-

21 trol of any sort over the invention." Yet in order to 

carry out the new task, Farwell suggested that ". . . Mr. 

Rusk, the Secretary of Agriculture, will ask for $1,000,000, 

22 

may be or $500,000 any way, for rainraaking." 

But while Dyrenforth, Rusk and Farwell dreamed of 

grand schemes for an invention's practical application, and 

while raany newspapers and raagazines helped proraote a popular 

i/ 

Spence, p. 210; Rusk, p. 3; Powers, War and the 
Weather . . ., p. 94; Allen Edwards, "The Sociology of 
Drought," Rural Sociology, IV (June 1939), p. 190. 

^^"Rain Makers in the United States," p. 13160. 

^^lbid. 
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rainmaking mania, a hard core of resistance strengthened 

itself against rainmaking excesses. Opposition frora pro-

fessional raeteorologists characterized nineteenth century 

rainraaking. Cautious scientists opposed both the Espian 

23 and the concussion raethods. 

Reasons for their opposition involve the scientists' 

perception of their purpose and function in the total frarae-

work of American life. Their ideas generally fall into 

three categories. First, raany opposed rainraaking because of 

professional integrity. Second, and related to professional 

integrity, was the fear that a preraature announceraent of 

any unproven rainraaking technique would lead to disastrous 

public policy. Third, rainraakers were often viewed as 

outsiders who throatened to underraine official authority. 

Government scientists felt they were forced to fight for 

institutional self-preservation. 

Most anti-concussionists disagreed with rainmakers 

on the basis of professional integrity. Disagreement con-

cerning precipitation factors has been discussed. Yet while 

some scientists would insist that the concussionists erapha-

sis on atraospheric equilibrium was in error, raost scientists 

did not criticize the concussion theory as much as they 

criticized the concussionists' raethods and attitudes. Con-

cussion was soraetiraes criticized only because it could not 

23 
Spence, p. 210. 
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provide the proper degree of force. Theory behind the 

concussion raethod could not be totally rejected. It was 

the tendency to accept blindly concussion theory and to 

seek its proof through deduction and trial and error raethods 

24 that repelled the scientists. 

A decisive factor in raany scientists' decision to 

oppose rainraaking was a social consciousness that caused 

thera to warn the nation of the public policy problems 

created by rainmaking. Weather Bureau Chief Mark Harrington 

in reviewing various rainmaking proposals remarked that 

"The method of concussion costs the comfort and peace of 

all within hearing, a cost of which a much raore certain 

25 result would not justify." After concussion had been 

discredited, a new Secretary of Agriculture, Sterling 

Morton, reflected the government's new attitude in the 

following statement: 

Quite independent of the question whether light 
rains have been produced by dynaraite explosions, 
yet, in ray opinion, there can be no doubt that this 
raethod is too noisy, uncertain, expensive and dan-
gerous to have any commercial value and I cannot 
consider it as an economical expenditure of Govern-
raent raoneys.26 

Yet another reason for opposition involved the 

^^Harrington, p. 59; Dyrenforth and Newcomb, p. 388; 
Fernow, "Artificial Rainfall," p. 233. 

^^Harrington, p. 59. 

Spence, p. 230. 
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scientist's concept of his role as a public servant. 

Scientists in government agencies like the Weather Bureau 

felt a dual purpose: They were scientists and thus obli-

gated to search for truth, but they were also charged with 

the mission of providing responsible information to the 

pxablic. When these two functions conflicted, public 

service took priority over pure research. The Weather 

Bureau would have considered acquiescence to the rainmakers 

an irresponsible abdication of its Congressional charge. 

The Weather Bureau, although woefully lacking in raeteoro-

logical research, began to interpret its role not only as 

27 a public servant, but as a public protector. The role 

required that the Weather Bureau control minority specula-

tions in scientific disputes, that it establish a majority 

consensus, and that it impose its authority. 

Threatening the Weather Bureau's role was a dis-

turbingly vocal, attractively daring, often effective 

rainority who clairaed by their rainraaking assertions that 

they were at least equally corapetent to governraent raeteo-

rologists. Private "weather prophets" and rainraakers were 

a part of the same threat to the Weather Bureau's existence 

No doubt many rainmakers were amateur meteorologists who 

tried to synchronize applications of rainmaking techniques 

^^Gustavus A. Weber, The Weather Bureau: Its His-
tory, Activities and Orqanization (New York: Appleton and 
Co., 1922), p. 16; Whitnah, p. 20. 
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with their private predictions or with the Weather Bureau's 

public predictions of natural precipitation. Private weath-

ermen, selling their long-range predictions to businessraen 

and farraers plagued a cautious Weather Bureau which by 1898 

was making predictions only 48 hours in advance.^^ Forced 

into a competitive position with private raeteorology, the 

Weather Bureau waged grim warfare on its opponents well 

into the twentieth century. "We ignored these charlatan 

long-range forecasts for years until they sprang up like 

mushrooras," coraplained Weather Bureau Chief Willis Moore. 

"Now," he concluded, "we raust not attack the individual, 

29 but attack the systera." 

Conflicts between governraent agencies charged with 

scientific raissions and private or commercial interests is 

a constant theme in the history of Araerican science. The 

struggle between private raeteorology and the Weather Bureau 

fits well into a pattern of sirailar conflicts involving the 

coastal and far western surveys, the telegraph, and the 

developraeht of areodynaraics. Government agencies were 

generally at a disadvantage because of traditional American 

attitudes which honored the practical innovator over the 

Whitnah, pp. 85-88, 43, 45; Weber, p. 8; New York 
Tiraes, April 13, 1893, p. 12, col. 2; A. J. Liebling, "Pro-
files: Colonel Stingo, Rainraaker," New Yorker, XXVIII 
(September 20, 1952), p. 46. 

^\'hitnah, p. 88. 
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pure scientist, and the solution of an imraediate problera 

over sustained, long-range prograras. When the governraent 

did institute scientific projects they were usually in 

response to econoraic needs. Powell's Geological Survey 

and the Department of Agriculture (both working toward 

development of the West), for instance, became the raajor 

governraent research organizations. Private and comraercial 

interests, therefore, exercised a constant influence on 

the direction of scientific research in Araerica."̂ ^ 

Private and coramercial influence on government's 

scientific projects manifested itself through the estab-

lishraent of ad hoc atterapts to solve practical probleras. 

Most scientific agencies were accoraplished through bill 

riders and created by a sraall group of congressmen, legis-

lating in the interest of particular projects. Public 

interest in canals, roads, seafaring, and national diplo-

macy, for example, gave Western and coastal surveys priority 

over a National University in Congressional consideration. 

Such a system encouraged boosterism and pressure frora the 

sponsors of popular projects. The result, says Hunter 

Dupree in his history of science in the federal governraent, 

was raany tiraes a ". . . sporadic response to a little 

31 understood need rather than a settled policy." 

^^Dupree, pp. 13, 47, 99, 286-87. 

-̂ •̂ lbid. , p. 33. 
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Governraent research agencies not only lacked auton-

omy from private influence, they lacked the statutory 

authority to irapose final solutions to practical problems. 

The nearest to a national scientific organization America 

had was the Sraithsonian Institution. Unlike the French 

Acaderaie des Sciences or the British Royal Society, the 

Smithsonian neither possessed nor exercised the judicial 

32 function to decide scientific controversies. 

In view of a traditional institutional weakness in 

American scientific organizations and the traditional ad 

hoc character of scientific legislation, the Weather 

Bureau's effectiveness in corabating the Dyrenforth experi-

ments is surprising. The practical, temporary mission of 

the Dyrenforth project had a surface appeal to Congress. 

Its purpose was widely supported by an American public un-

used to ex cathedra pronounceraents frora scientific authority 

The Weather Bureau's war against rainmakers did not end, 

however, with the demise of the Dyrenforth experiraent. It 

contended with a booraing coramercial rainmaking business 

immediately following the experiment and settled down to a 

limited warfare against scattered rainraaking optiraists 

decades into the twentieth century. 

•̂ l̂bid. , p. 89. 



CHAPTER V 

EARLY COMMERCIAL ACTIVITIES 

Coramercial rainmakers, thriving on drought and 

discontent, held out shining promises to thirsty western 

comraunities. Rainraakers, loudly claiming to have mastered 

the secret of the rainraaking technique, unloaded their 

strange equipment in nimbers of weary, desperate towns. 

They skillfully explained the technique, glowingly reviewed 

the history of its success, boldly asked for a generous 

fee, and quickly set up the equipment. Sunburned fields, 

dying cattle, and a shortage of domestic water in the town 

and country aided the rainmaker's appeal. Drought was also 

largely responsible for the seeming gullibility of the 

coraraercial rainraaker's clients. 

The era of the nineteenth century commercial rain-

maker was short. Coramercial activity began almost concur-

rently with the Dyrenforth experiraents, rose to its zenith 

a few years following the experiments, fell sharply by 

1895, yet continued on a small scale into the first two 

decades of the twentieth century. Years of peak commercial 

success were marked by rainmaking corapanies originating in 

Kansas but operating throughout the west. Thereafter, rain-

raaking becarae the realm of a few colorful personalities who 
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making became the realra of a few colorful personalities who 
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were occasional salesraen of the art.-'" 

Private interest had shown its confidence in rain-

making through its financial support. Much of the money 

spent by the Dyrenforth experiraents was contributed by 

private sources. Senator Farwell almost completely financed 

the preliminary experiraents in Washington. Nelson Morris 

of the C Ranch, Robert Kleberg of the King Ranch, R. D. 

Hunter of Thurber, Texas, the city of El Paso, and nuraerous 

others contributed raoney or supplies. After the Dyrenforth 

experiraents were finished, private money frora raen of both 

excessive and raoderate raeans continued to sustain sirailar 

ventures. 

Failure of the Dyrenforth experiraent had not con-

vinced the practical concussionists of any error. Indeed, 

no proof of error was available. The governraent had with-

drawn support because the experiraents were inconclusive. 

Certainly the government's reluctance would not influence 

the optimisra of raany private citizens. Most of those who 

coraraercially exploited rainmaking and the clients of the 

practice accepted the then-present state of the art as valid. 

Horaer Croy, "The Rainmakers," Harpers, CXCIII (Sep-
tember 1946), p. 220; W. E. Steps, "Artificial Rain Making," 
Transactions of the Kansas Academy of Science, LIX (1956) , 
p. 95; Martha Caldwell, "Some Kansas Rain Makers," Kansas 
Historical Quarterly, VII (August 1938) , pp. 306-324"̂  

2 
Spence, pp. 216-17, 220, 227; Rusk, p. 12; New 

York Times, November 13, 1892, p. 5, col. 6. 
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Rainraaking raethods, however, were altered by the 

commercial influence. The concussion method required an 

expensive outlay of materials. Whether utilizing cannon 

and explosive balloons or one of those exclusively, the 

cost would prohibit many free-lance rainmakers frora taking 

advantage of the attractive western raarkets. Since con-

cussion's effectiveness was far from a proven fact, a 

number of rainmakers began to eraphasize other precipitation 

factors. As the concussion raethod fell into disfavor with 

the public, rainraakers began to emphasize a chemical method 

which utilized Espy's concept of a need for a wann updraft. 

An apparatus for sending an updraft filled with a conden-

sation nuclei was needed. Intense fire under a boiling vat 

of liquid solution raight generate a rising coluran of heat 

which would transport the vaporized chemical forraula upward. 

Thus, the heat generator which lifted sraoke and numerous 

"secret formulae" was born—an innovation well suited to 
3 

comraercial rainraaking. 

Possibly the first rainraaker to use such a generator 

was an Australian naraed Frank Melbourne. Australia, a coun-

try whose history was farailiar with rainraaking proposals 

and practices, must have offered excellent opportunity for 

"^Halacy, pp. 68-69. 
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Melbourne's apprenticeship. His reputation as a "rain 

wizard," at any rate, was quickly established in Canton, 

Ohio. Later he launched himself into a successful career 
c 

in Goodland, Kansas. 

A drought-stricken coramunity with a high degree 

of initiative, Goodland contacted Melbourne in 1891. The 

community greeted him with celebration then watched as the 

rain wizard's staff erected a strange two story building 

to house his rainraaking raachine; a machine ". . . so simple 

. . . ," Melbourne reported, " . . . that were its character 

known to the pioblic, every man would soon own one and bring 

rain whenever he felt like it." Strict secrecy was main-

tained by a rope barrier around the building and by 

Melbourne's brother, who served as his manager and body-
7 

guard. 

Whether Melbourne later sold his secret (as it is 

4 
Both Australia and New Zealand were very active 

in the developraent of nineteenth century rainmaking raethods. 
The Espian raethod was seriously proposed in Australia, and 
concussion had been tried in New Zealand. Ruggles may 
have borrowed his method from a New Zealand scientist. See 
Dyrenforth and Newcomb, p. 39 3; Sir Napier Shaw, "The Arti-
ficial Control of Weather," United States Monthly Weather 
Review, XLIX (April 1921), p. 245; New York Times, September 
24, 1939, sec. 2, p. 8, col. 1. 

^Caldwell, pp. 308-09. 

^lbid., p. 308. 

^lbid., p. 309. 
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generally conceded he did) or the technique was so simple 

that others guessed its raeans of operation, rainraaking 

companies claiming the Melbourne method blossomed like 

newly watered flowers. In 1891 the Inter-State Artificial 

Rain Association, representing 40 western Kansas counties, 

offered Melbourne $20,000 to wet their area. Later in 1892, 

two Goodland corapanies appropriated Melbourne's method and 

practiced rainraaking on their own. Dr. W. B. Swisher's 

Swisher Rain Corapany and the Goodland Artificial Rain Cora-

pany competed for markets in Kansas, Nebraska, Colorado, 

South Dakota, Texas, Oklahoma, Utah, California, and prob-

ably many other states. By April, 1893, Kansas had spawned 

at least five rainraaking corapanies—all clairaing the 
o 

Melbourne raethod. 

Rainraaking was a lucrative business. Corapanies 

grew fat on the sale of secret rainraaking techniques as 

well as on their practice of them. A. B. Montgomery, head 

of a Kansas company, recognized that the Melbourne method 
9 

was a new process. He sought an immediate patent. Though 
unsuccessful in receiving a patent, he had earlier nego-

tiated a $50,000 deal for the sale of Melbourne's secret to 

^lbid., pp. 310-15; New York Times, April 17, 1893, 
p. 2, co 1. 6 . 

Q 

Melbourne is reported to have attempted to sell 
his method to the United States government for one million 
dollars. See New York Tiraes, April 17, 1893, p. 2, col. 6. 
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a stock company in Temple, Texas. Standard procedure for 

the companies was to interest a group in forming a new 

company, sell thera a raethod for several thousand dollars, 

then disappear. Of course, corapanies also derived dollars 

frora the application of the dubious rainraaking art. Twenty 

South Dakota counties, for example, pledged $500 a county 

for rainmaking services in an 1892 "rain convention." Fees 

varied, however, in response to the underbidding practices 

of corapetitors and public deraand for services. Yet the 

Swisher corapany and Goodland corapany, two of the fiercest 

corapetitors, each claimed $100,000 capital stock. 

The heyday of the Kansas companies produced opti-

mistic speculation on rainraaking's integration into public 

policy, but fraud and exploitation led to quick deteriora-

tion of the corapanies' reputations. A. B. Montgomery, 

assuming that irrigation policy might be applied to rain-

making, suggested that rainmaking districts be created in 

the western part of the state. For a certain amount of 

raoney each district would enjoy sufficient rainfall. The 

only districts created, however, were the unofficial divi-

sions of territory araong several companies which by 1893 

had combined in order to share the profits more effectively 

Newspapers, seeing the fraud, were generally critical of 

•'•̂ Caldwell, pp. 312-15; "Notes and News," Science, 
XIX (January 1892), p. 61. 
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rainmaking. Commercial activities stiraulated latent 

econoraic and legal controversies hopelessly incapable of 

settleraent. Farmers began to complain that they had no 

voice in decisions involving the details of rainraaking 

application. Doubt of the companies' scientific and 

ethical integrity turned hope to disillusionment, brooding 

11 • • suspicion to anger. 

Farraers were fickle clients of rainmaking entre-

preneurs. They expected the rainmakers' self-assured and 

conclusive clairas to be followed by imraediate and decisive 

results. Their expectations were often disappointed. The 

over-optimism which created commercial rainmaking ironically 

poisoned it. Farraers turned against the rainraaking com-

panies as easily as they had accepted them. And while the 

rainmaking corapany was losing the farraer, individual rain-

makers, claiming iraproved raethods, were attracting wealthy 

landholders, raunicipal, and commercial interests. 

Chief among the new rainmakers and the new clients 

was C. B." Jewell and the Rock Island Railroad. Equipped 

with generators, electric batteries, explosive balloons, 

and rockets, Jewell combined the concussion method with 

the release of hydrogen gas while clairaing to utilize an 

•'••'•Caldwell, pp. 311, 323; New York Tiraes, April 
17, 1893, p. 2, col. 6; New York Times, April 13, 1893, 
p. 12, col. 2; New York Times, August 7, 1892, p. 16, 
col. 5. 
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electrical factor. The Rock Island Railroad was aware, 

to an extent, of the uncertainties in rainmaking. They, 

nevertheless, willingly supplied Jewell with three box cars 

which would serve as his laboratory and living quarters. 

Rock Island was, in fact, so optimistic about Jewell's suc-

cess that they sent him to many areas. He met with amazing 

piiblic approval in South Dakota, but firm threats from 

Chicago kept the rainraaker out of that city. Further oppo-

sition frora farmers in eastern Kansas sent him, for a time, 

to Mexico where he continued to ply his trade. He main-

tained, however, the good will and endorsement of Rock 

Island. It was probably because of their endorsement that 

Jewell was able to carry out extensive operations during 

an 1899 drought in southern California. Results were dis-

13 appointing. The nineteenth century ended with rain-

making's scientific state still uncertain but its public 

reputation unquestionably raore tarnished. 

The twentieth century rainraaker, though no more 

knowledgeable, emerged as fascinating and flamboyant as 

12 
French scientist M. Baudouin claimed success in 

1893 frora electrical experiraents in Algeria. Electric 
connection with a cloud at 4,000 feet was accoraplished by 
means of a kite. The experiment was repeated in 1896. 
See Harrington, p. 48. 

•^^Caldwell, pp. 318-23; New York Times, June 3, 
1893, p. 8, col. 1; Croy, p. 218; George E. Franklin (ed), 
Official Proceedings of the Twelfth National Irrigation 
Congress", "The Work of Rain Makers in Arid Regions" (Gal-
veston: Clark and Courts, 1905)/ p. 426. 
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his nineteenth century counterpart. Charles Hatfield was 

making rain in southern California as early as 1902. "I 

have nothing to do with borabs, dynaraite or explosives of 

any kind whatever. My raethods are original," he boasted.-'̂ ^ 

Yet his raethod, like Melbourne's, was a secret forraula of 

gases and cheraicals released by generating warra up-drafts 

in which the formula was carried to the heavens. Perhaps 

his only claim to originality was the 20 foot towers he 

built from which the cheraicals were released."'̂ ^ Hatfield 

persuaded communities to sign contracts by promising to 

produce a certain amount of rain free of charge, then 

setting a fee (usually $500 to $1,000 an inch) for any 

rainfall over that amount. 

In 1908 Hatfield was said to have collected $80,000 

frora wheat growers in California's San Joaquin Valley. By 

1915 he was raaking rain for the city of San Diego. When a 

severe flood occurred it was assumed Hatfield was to blame. 

He was sued for flood daraage. If this act deraonstrated the 

city's lack of gratitude, it also deraonstrated the public's 

faith in Hatfield's powers or it demonstrated property 

owners' opportunistic use of the public faith to collect 

for flood damage. Fortunately for Hatfield, rainmaking's 

Franklin, p. 427. 

•̂ l̂bid. , New York Tiraes, Septeraber 24, 1939, sec. 
2, p. 8, col. 1. 
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uncertain scientific standing saved his pocketbook. The 

court could only declare he had not created rain. He hur-

riedly left San Diego without a fee. Hatfield was also 

unable to collect a $10,000 fee frora the city of Morena, 

California. The city attorney represented the town council 

in a written opinion stating that the city's rainfall had 

been "an act of God." Hatfield desperately tried to reach 

a $4,000 settleraent, then a $1,400 settleraent, but the city 

council would not budge. Rainraaking's uncertain status had 

proved to be a two-edged sword, wielded by the public as 

16 well as the rainraaker. 

Rainraaking was not solely the realra of salesraen. 

Prominent individuals sought to squeeze moisture frora the 

sky for their private interests. Michigan industrialist 

and Texas colonizer, C. W. Post was the raost shining exam-

ple. His faith in the concussion tradition remained unshaken 

to the end of his life. As an Illinois youth, he was 

strongly influenced, during the Civil War, by the popular 

1 c 
Liebling, p. 45; Croy, p. 219; San Angelo Standard 

Times, April 15, 1958. The Liebling article is an interview 
with a co-worker of Hatfield popularly known as Colonel 
Stingo. Though he presents a colorful account of Hatfield's 
career, some of his" facts conflict with other sources. 
Stingo, for instance, states that Hatfield was 5 0 years old 
in 1912. The San Angelo Standard Times reported his death 
in 195 8 at age 82. If the newspaper article was correct, 
Hatfield would have been 36 in 1912. 
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idea that rain followed battles. He was also familiar 

with the concussion thesis through its literature. 

"Plutarch," he reported, "coraments upon the belief that 

the battle cries of the Greeks and Persians ascended so 

violently . . . that the elements were shaken and rain 

18 
fell." He was actually paraphrasing Robert Dyrenforth, 

not Plutarch. 

Thundering "rain battles" costing approximately 

$50,000 were periodically staged near Post City, Texas, 

from 1910 to 1913. Post's colonizing venture depended 

upon agricultural success. "I did not undertake the task 

of rain making as a disciple of science," he said, "but 

because the crops on the ranch needed rain and needed it 

19 badly." This pragmatic and practical businessman demon-' 

strated a good deal of blind faith in the concussion raethod 

Sometimes his rain battles were followed by rain, sometiraes 

they were not. Occasional success was enough to keep his 

optimisra high. His 1912 article in the Harpers Weekly 

again raised questions and discussion of rainraaking's 

•^^Charles Dudley Eaves, "Colonization Activities 
of Charles Williara Post," Southwestern Historical Quarterly 
XL (July 1939) , pp. 82-141; C. D. Eaves and C. A. Hutchin-
son, Post City Texas (Austin: Texas State Historical 
Association, 1952), pp. 126-141. 

•'•̂ Charles W. Post, "Making Rain While the Sun 
Shines," Harper's Weekly, LVII (February 1912), p. 8. 

Eaves and Hutchinson, p. 126. 
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efficacy. He discussed his project with President Taft; 

he solicited and received dynaraite frora the Du Pont Corapany; 

he prophesied that rainraaking would, in tirae, replace irri-

gation. Yet he was forced to admit, "There are plenty of 

skeptics, even in Texas . . . ,"^^ he significantly added. 

Post City's rain battles ceased when, after Post's death 

in 1914, his heirs decided to discontinue the project. 

Whether practicing for commercial or private in-

terest, big-time rainmakers had virtually disappeared frora 

the American scene by the second decade of the twentieth 

century. The Weather Bureau's sustained criticism of rain-

makers, the Weather Bureau's increased efficiencv/ scornful 

attacks by the public press and the public's di(s^lution-

22 

ment and despair led to rainraaking's ruin. David Jordan 

in 1925 corapared rainmaking to chiropractics and harmonism. 

His scathing article artfully revealed secret cheraical for-
23 

mulae and characterized rainraakers as swindlers. A 

punster raight have said that rainraaking had reached its 

low-water raark. Yet Charles Hatfield continued to collect 
20 
Post, p. 8. 

•̂̂ Eaves and Hutchinson, pp. 131-41. 

^^Croy, p. 220; Spence, p. 228. 
^^David Star Jordan, "The Art of Pluviculture," 

Science, LXII (July 1925), p. 81. 
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his fees (although soraewhat raore quietly) throughout the 

l^^O's.^"^ 

A social analysis raight reveal that rainraaking com-

panies and individuals most easily influenced the comraon 

man, untutored in science but enthusiastic for progress. 

A survey would show, however, that a majority of western 

farmers and businessmen did not support rainraaking. Those 

who did lend support were frora all social and econoraic 

levels. Urban and rural, rich and poor, professional and 

araateur, educated and ignorant, all were to be found in 

the rainmaking camp. Baron von Humbolt, William T. Sherman, 

Jaraes A. Garfield, and John Wesley Powell are names re-

flecting the varied audience attracted by this sometimes 

25 theatrical scientific project. 

One reason for rainraaking's draraatic flair and 

extravagant display is to be found in its leaders' person-

alities. Rainmakers were most often amateurs in the field 

of meteorology with aggressive and daring tendencies. Jaraes 

Espy's dograatic conclusions, his confident air, his need 

for public support and his forceful atterapts to win it raust 

have raade hira appear to be a scientific prima dona to his 

peers. Espy, at least, was a meteorologist; Edward Powers 

was an engineer. Yet Powers was as confident and assertive 

^^Halacy, p. 68. 

25 Dyrenforth and Newcomb, p- 392; Rusk, p. 10. 
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as Espy had been. His deterraination to win a scientific 

trial for rainraaking set the exaraple for others. Ruggles, 

Dyrenforth, and Farwell reflected his determination and 

drive. Melbourne, Jewell, and Hatfield were brilliant 

salesmen, and Post was a stubborn individualist with a 

blind faith in technological miracles. Such men contributed 

to the controversial character of rainraaking history. They 

also added the richness of the Araerican personality to a 

practice whose aura was half-scientific, half-magic. 

Rainraaking leaders, however, were not the only 

individuals captivated by the idea of progress through 

scientific inventions. Most nineteenth century Araericans 

shared this belief; western farraers and businessraen were 

no exception. Reasons for their quick acceptance of rain-

raaking is to be found in the fact that they also suffered 

frora drought. A combination of faith in science and dis-

content from suffering led to an understandable willing-

ness to take a rain-making chance. Clients, for a small 

risk, might obtain results infinitely valuable, and if it 

did not rain, clients would not pay. It was a gamble, but 

the financial outlay was not prohibitive (to rich or poor) 

and the hope of success was adequate enough. These factors 

were elements in the rationale which caused clients to buy 
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26 
the services of a rainraaker. 

Such attitudes do not support the idea that rain-

making's clients were totally gullible or naive victiras. 

They knew a risk was involved. Client's actions also indi-

cate that they were deterrained to protect theraselves. A 

salient feature of all coramercial rainmaking agreeraents was 

27 the "no rain—no pay" aspect. If rain fell, the rainraaker 

left with a profit, if it did not, he left with nothing. 

Relationships between rainmakers and the public 

were always precarious. Farmers in California's San Joaquin 

Valley used Hatfield one year before they initiated their 

own locally administered program, thus dispensing with his 

28 services. Starbuck, a raid-twentieth century draraatic per-

sona, stated the situation well for his Broadway audience: 

"People got no use for me—except raaybe once in a lifetirae. 

And when my work's done, they're glad to see me go," the 

29 rainmaker complained. Good community relations could 

quickly change to hostility. Jewell, for instance, was so 

poorly treated by Wichita, Kansas, that he threatened to 

^^Cleveland Abbe, "Rain Making in New Zealand," 
United States Monthly Weather Review, XXXVI (July 1908), 
p. 208; New York Times, April 17, 1893, p. 2, col. 6. 

27 Caldwell, p. 323; Croy, p. 215. 

28 
Liebling, p. 57. 

^^Richard Nash, The Rainmaker (New York: Bantam 
Books, 1957), 2nd printing, copyright 1955, p. 40. 
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flood the community. The farmers at Minden, Nebraska, 

tied an unsuccessful rainmaker to a telephone pole and sub-

jected hira to an angry water torture frora the town's fire 

31 departraent hose. 

Legal probleras indicated not only instability in 

the rainraakers relationship to the public, but rainraaking's 

failure to integrate itself into public policy. Like a 

biblical Jonah, rainraaking was blaraed for natural disasters. 

Some farmers charged the practice created drought, while 

neighboring farmers brought suit against a rainmaker for 

flood daraage. Injunctions were filed to prevent the prac-

tice at inopportune tiraes, and payment of fees to the rain-

maker were regularly avoided. The rainmaker, however, was 

not always the loser. Dr. Swisher, for instance, received 

$500 due him at the hand of a Lincoln, Nebraska, court. 

Rainraakers operating concurrently in overlapping territories 

32 led to confusion and threats of legal action. Conflicting 

court decisions and public confusion were inevitable because 

of an embarrassing uncertainty in rainmaking's scientific 

standing. A large segment of Araerican society seeraed willing 

Croy, p. 218. Heavy rains fell in Wichita soon 
after Jewell raade his threat, thereby contributing a faraous 
pied-piper type tale to Araerican folklore. 

^^lbid. 

-̂ N̂ew York Tiraes, August 7, 1892, p. 16, col. 5; 
Caldwell, pp. 310, 316, 324; Harrington, p. 48; Croy, p. 
218; Steps, p. 95. 
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to accept rainraaking as another technological innovation 

which raust be absorbed into the raulti-diraensional features 

of American life. But rainraaking's place in the political, 

legal, and social system would have to await scientific 

approval. 

Both the rainmaker and his client were taking a 

chance on an inconclusive practice which consequently 

could not become a part of the nation's institutions and 

policies. It is not surprising under these circurastances 

that a degree of Wordsworthian iraagination was required 

for everyone involved. Rainraakers did not make large sums 

of raoney without the aid of public faith, nor did they 

expend large suras of raoney and endure public scorn without 

sorae degree of personal conviction. "The old boy really 

believed, in his inner soul," a co-worker reraarked of Hat-

33 
field, "that he had soraething scientifically on the ball." 

The sarae raight have been said of other rainmakers. If rain-

making produced a degree of self deception in its advocates, 

that was understandable. Starbuck was right: "Makin' rain 

34 
takes a lot of confidence." 

Such confidence was largely lacking by the arrival 

of World War I. Public attention (upon which comraercial 

rainmaking thrived) had turned to other interests. Most 

33 
Liebling, p. 56. 

"^^Nash, p. 47. 
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weather scientists, thankful to see the rainraaking fad die, 

concentrated on less arabitious projects. Yet quietly and 

persistently, a few stubborn individuals continued to seek 

answers to the rainraaking puzzle. The Espian raethod having 

35 
been forgotten, the concussion and cheraical raethod having 

been tried and found inadequate, Araerican innovators turned 

to raethods utilizing the newly developed "aeroplane" and 

eraphasizing the physical and electrical properties of cloud 

particles. 

Speculations on the process of natural precipitation 

involved ideas that tiny water droplets in clouds would grow 

by coalescence. When the droplet grew large enough it would 

bring about precipitation. Rain droplets did not coalesce, 

scientists theorized, for two reasons. First, cloud par-

ticles were electrically charged, thereby repelling each 

other. Second, cloud particles were covered with a gelatin-

like film of condensed air which served as a barrier to 

coalescence. In either case, it was thought that spraying 

a cloud with chemicals or electrically charged sand parti-

cles raight reduce the deterrents. 

The airplane seemed well suited to the task. In 

1924 Harvard physics professor, Dr. Leon Chaffe, sprayed 

electrified sand from his airplane on to the tops of clouds 

^^The Espian method received a scientific trial in 
Australia in 1955. See Byers, pp. 3-4, 7. 
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at 5,000 to 10,000 feet. Clouds thus treated were observed 

to dissipate. It was proclaimed an important experiraent, 

but it had produced a reverse effect. Other experiraents 

utilizing the airplane sprayed the clouds with liquid air 

and dust. Diry ice, spread frora airplanes in these early 

years, was the same material with which Vincent Schaefer 

would establish his successful rainraaking raodel raore than 

37 
twenty years later. The cloud seeding model, like raany 

technological discoveries, went unnoticed while scientists 

passed near its secret hiding place. The airplane's appli-

cation of various substances produced no more effective 

results than concussion. Yet an important change was taking 

place in the rainmaker's approach: He was utilizing exist-

ing clouds, not trying to create clouds. 

Accompanying the more realistic approach was a re-

newed interest in dealing with broader aspects of weather. 

The attempt to control high winds, hail, and fog has a his-

tory as old as rainmaking, but new weather theories were 

being applied once again, to try to influence such phenomena 

The dissipation of fog and the prevention of rain became 

important in World War I for airplanes and ships. Seagoing 

^^Arenberg, p. 8. It was a well-known fact in the 
nineteenth century that moisture could be hygroscopically 
absorbed by spongy dust particles. The application of such 
particles might render the cloud more dense rather than 
inducing precipitation. See Harrington, p. 59. 

"^^Halacy, p. 74. 
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vessels and airports burned gallons of oil in discouraging 

attempts to dispel fogs. Later in the early 1930's a 

partially successful dissipation of fog was accomplished 

with water-absorbing solutions at the Massachusetts Insti-

38 
tute of Technology. Practical need, once again, had 

stimulated innovation in raan's atterapts to control the 

weather. If a successful model could be discovered in the 

area of hail, rain, or fog prevention, it might also serve 

as a key to the secret of how to raake rain. 

In spite of new ideas and innovations, rainmakers 

of the nineteenth century mold occasionally practiced their 

art. Belraont Park, New York, in 19 30 was the scene of a 

commercial venture administered by two former Hatfield co-

workers. Colonel Stingo, a colorful newspaper reporter, 

and former Weather Bureau employee George Sykes, contracted 

with the owners of the Belraont horse racing tracks for a 

week's prevention of rain from 11:00 A.M. to 5:30 P.M. 

These salesmen, assuming the grandiose title of "United 

States Weather Control Bureau," were able to earn $1,000 

39 
a day from the track's owner. 

Perhaps the persistent tendency for such abuse kept 

the Weather Bureau alert and opposed to nonsense. Mid 

twentieth century found the Weather Bureau in essential 

•^^Shaw, p. 245; Halacy, pp. 76-78; Arenberg, p. 7 

"^^Liebling, pp. 61-70. 
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agreement with Sir Napier Shaw's 1921 assessment of weather 

control efforts. Shaw asserted that rainraaking clairas were 

". . . not to be regarded as one of the raany signs of 

40 
progress. . . . " Although Shaw did not deny that weather 

control activity did, to a degree, affect the atraosphere, 

he raaintained that by "scale and effect" these activities 

were insignificant. Taking a sirailar view to the nine-

teenth century scientist, Shaw stated that " . . . for prac-

tical purposes, irapossibility [for weather control] is 

reached when the money and material required exceed the 

41 lirait of what is available." Weather Bureau officials 

42 

in the mid-twentieth century echoed the sarae sentiment. 

Nineteenth and early twentieth century rainmaking 

illustrated the strength of America's belief in progress 

through practical invention, a belief so strong that it led 

many into an excessively confident and hopeful position. 

Though handicapped by its association with the ancient 

past, rainraaking gained a political victory through a 

traditional ad hoc approach, and continued to influence 

Araerican life after the government officially abandoned 

the project. Weak scientific institutions could not 

^^Shaw, p. 244. 

'̂ •'•Ibid., p. 245. 

^^Angus McDonald, "Weather Prophets and Rain-makers," 
New Republic, CXVI (March 1947), p. 33. 
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prevent an abusive coramercialization of rainmaking, yet 

the Weather Bureau did not retreat frora the battle. 

Finally, American good sense prevailed. In spite 

of their love for inventors and practical schemes, Amer-

icans could â\l̂ gh at their excesses. As rainmaking becarae 

more faddish, it becarae raore an object of huraor. "If 

perspiration and paeans can do it," said one skeptic 

referring to Powers interpretation of Plutarch, "why can't 
A O 

one million people in New York perspiring and cursing?" 

Premature enthusiasm over inconclusive practices did not 

result in a premature rainraaking policy. Araericans loved 

inventions, but they were pragmatists. Rainmaking did not 

work. 

"Rain-Makers and Science," The Nation, LIII 
(October 1891), p. 253. 



CHAPTER VI 

THE ORIGINS OF CLOUD SEEDING 

Twentieth century rainmaking is part of a larger 

development of interest in weather modification or weather 

control. Theories and techniques developed at mid-century 

emphasized fog dispersal, hail, rain, or lightning preven-

tion and hurricane and tornado mitigation as well as rain-

making. Yet rainmaking always led the field. It raost often 

stiraulated the public's hopes, and therefore, it was raost 

responsible for commercial and governmental interest. The 

terra "weather raodification" was used by scientists, but the 

layman continued to say "rainmaking." Though the scientist 

used "weather modification," "rainmaking" was often what he 

raeant. Rainraaking seemed an unsophisticated term to many, 

yet it described exactly what weather modification's dis-

coveries and inventions were designed to achieve. 

The search for practical invention and scientific 

discovery are today, as they have always been, interdepen-

dent, yet separate processes. Inventions may require a 

scientific approach and have practical (and non-practical) 

applications. Discoveries may have scientific iraplications 

which either encourage or discourage practical applications. 

The two processes have created, in the twentieth century, 

75 
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a blurred distinction between scientists and technologists. 

A scientist often calls his work pure or fundamental re-

search. A technologist's work is likely called applied 

research. Both are necessary for the total development 

of any working raodel. The primary stimulus for the raodel's 

developraent, however, raay originate in either pure or 

applied workshops. 

Nineteenth century rainraaking was stiraulated by 

practical raen with what they felt were practical proposals. 

They proceeded to find an artificial raethod frora the in-

adequate raeteorological theory available. To the extent 

that their logic and hypothesis were hasty and untested the 

nineteenth century rainraakers raight be accused of pseudo-

scientific activity. Yet their rainraaking atterapts stirau-

lated prolonged discussion among the scientific elite, an 

elite which recognized that rainmaking activities were not 

based on total scientific heresy but based, rather, on an 

enthusiastic raisuse of the facts in the cause of applied 

science. .-

The gap between pure and applied science was also 

evident in the development of twentieth century rainmaking. 

A sumraary of events frora 1930 to the 1946 discovery of a 

•'"It is unfair to misrepresent nineteenth century 
rain-inducement proposals as totally "pseudo-scientific. " 
This is especially true of James Espy's proposal which was 
applied in France and Africa in 1955. See Byers, pp. 3-4, 
7. 
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successful cloud modification technique indicates that pure 

and applied research did not easily raerge. Recoraraendations 

for applied research in 19 30 and theoretical rainraaking 

foundations laid frora 1911 to 1938 did not directly bring 

about a working raodel. When a rainraaking technique was 

discovered in 1946, it was raade serendipitous in a labora-

tory and applied in the atraosphere by raen who were un-

schooled in raeterological theory. 

Experiraents by Dutch scientist August Veraart led 

to rainmaking proposals in 19 30. His recommendations, how-

ever, were accompanied by extravagant claims which incurred 

the scorn of scientists and underrained his theory's inter-

national acceptance. Veraart used solid carbon dioxide as 

a cloud seeding material, the same material used by later 

successful rainmakers. This fact is overshadowed by his 

vague understanding of ice crystalization as a necessary 

element in the precipitation process. He raay have been 

coincidentally using the right raaterial for the wrong 

3 reason. 

Foundations for the understanding of the 

Byers, pp. 6, 10, 12-15, 25-27; W. Henry Larabright, 
"Governraent and Technological Innovation: Weather Modifi-
cation as a Case in Point," Public Adrainistration Review, 
XXXII (January-February 1972), pp. 1, 5; Horace Byers to 
Jeff Townsend, October 16, 1972, tape recorded interview, 
Southwest Collection, Texas Tech University, Lubbock, 
Texas; Arenberg, p. 8. 

Byers, p. 6. 
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precipitation process which raight logically lead to arti-

ficial nucleation of clouds were laid by Gerraan scientist 

A. Wegener in 1911. While C. W. Post was firing cannons 

in Texas, Wegener was speculating on the growth process 

of ice crystals in clouds at subfreezing teraperatures. He 

recognized that tiny water droplets might continue to exist 

in a liquid state even in the cloud's subfreezing terapera-

ture. He observed, moreover, that ice crystals grew at the 

expense of water droplets when both existed in the same 

cloud. Water droplets condensed on ice crystals and thus 
4 

were consumed by them. 

Twenty-two years later Swedish meteorologist Tor 

Bergeron theorized that certain temperatures in super cooled 

clouds increased the probability of the crystalization 

process; occurance and its intensity. He also understood 

that under certain conditions condensation nuclei were 

needed in order to produce precipitation. He did not, how-

ever, suggest that the precipitation mechanisra raight be 

initiated by the introduction of artificial nuclei at the 

proper tirae and place. German raeteorologist Walter 

Findeisen suggested artificial nucleation in his clarifi-

cation and expansion of the Bergeron theory. The process 

becarae known, by later rainraaking historians, as the 

Bergeron-Findeisen theory. Application of the theory did 

^lbid., p. 10. 
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not follow, possibly because of Findeisen's too eraphatic 

assertion that all rain originated in the ice-crystal 
5 

process as snow or hail. Skepticisra produced by this 

assertion possibly cast a shadow on the rainraaking irapli-

cations of the theory. 

World War II interrupted basic research for many 

weather scientists, but on the whole, it stimulated meteo-

rology both in pure and applied research. Thousands of 

raen were trained in basic meteorology, and hundreds were 

placed on specialized research projects. Interest in 

raeteorology did not terminate as the war came to a sudden 

end in 1945. The immediate post World War II years con-

tinued to advance meteorological research. 

Among those stimulated by World War II research 

was Dr. Irving Langmuir, a physical chemist who was Asso-

ciate Director of General Electric laboratory and a 1932 

Nobel Prize winner. World War II projects had brought hira 

to the study of cloud physics several years before he and 

his assistant raade important cloud seeding discoveries. 

First, came investigations into applications of smoke 

screens. This was followed by more intensive examinations 

^lbid., pp. 11-12 

^Lambright, "Government and Technological Innova-
tion . . . /" P- 2; "Remarks Made During the Washington 
Meeting'Discussion on Problems of Industrial and Commercial 
Applications of Meteorology," Bulletin o£ thê  American 
MPteoroloQÍcal Society, XXVIII (November 1947), p. 409. 
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into the nature of clouds in relation to their effects on 

aircraft icing. Langrauir's interest in raeteorology grew. 

But according to Langrauir hiraself, it was partially his 

conviviality and love of the outdoors that led hira and his 

assistant to set up observations on Mount Washington's icy 
7 

summit in New Hampshire. 

Langrauir's assistant was Vincent Schaefer, a man of 

limited formal education who began work with General Elec-

tric as a machinist's apprentice. In 19 31 he was raade re-

search associate with Dr. Langrauir. By 1945 his efforts 

were almost entirely concentrated in atmospheric research. 

Observations on Mount Washington led Schaefer and Langmuir 

to the erapirical discovery of iraportant raeteorological facts, 

facts which raight have been discovered in the pages of ex-

isting raeteorological journals. Their knowledge was incora-

plete, but their iraaginations were not substantially chan-

neled or irapeded by the deterministic weight of tradition. 

The team of scientists stiraulated their own interest, pro-

ceeded with their own testing, and carae to their independent 

conclusions. 

The possibility of weather raodification neither 

eluded the scientists nor intiraidated their research. 

^Williara Crouse, (ed. in chief), McGraw-Hill Modern 
Men of Science (2 vols., New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co. , 
1968TT II, pp. 142, 223, 330; Byers, pp. 14-15. 

^Crouse, vol. I, pp. 418-19; Byers, pp. 14-16. 
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Langrauir was able to interest the Air Corps (with which 

General Electric was under contract) in the idea. The Air 

Corps felt that the Weather Bureau was the raore appropriate 

agency to sponsor a weather modification research project. 

Consequently, the Weather Bureau was contacted near the 

end of the war. A constant shortage of funds for basic 

research and a good deal of skepticism prorapted the Weather 

Bureau to refuse the opportunity. Its refusal was to cause 

governraent scientists rauch erabarrassraent in later years. 

Weather raodification advocates did not forget this initial 

rebuff. 

Langrauir and Schaefer, however, were undaunted by 

this disappointraent. In the summer of 1946 Vincent Schaefer 

was studying clouds in General Electric's Schenectady, New 

York, laboratory. Schaefer obtained a home freezing unit, 

lined it with black velvet, focused a beam of light into 

it, then breathed into it to create condensed fog particles. 

In order to duplicate the iced conditions on Mount Washing-

ton, the freezer's temperature would need to be low. He 

set the teraperature at -23*^0, then breathed into the box, 

but no ice crystals forraed. Dusting a variety of substances 

into the box resulted in no essential production of ice 

^Jack C. Oppenheiraer and Henry Larabright, "Technology 
Assessment and Weather Modification," Southern California 
Law Review, XLV (Spring 1972), p. 572; Lambright, "Govern-
înênt and Technological Innovation . . . /' p. 2. 
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crystals. On July 12, 1946, difficulty in keeping the 

chamber cold enough induced Schaefer to introduce a large 

piece of dry ice for a quick cooling effect. The outcome 

was unexpected and dramatic. Upon contact with the cham-

ber's atmosphere, the dry ice seemed to produce millions 

of ice crystals. Further tests with smaller quantities of 

dry ice and a needle dipped into liquid air produced the 

same results. 

The conclusions frora the discovery and further 

testing were that the dry ice had produced natural conden-

sation nuclei (ice crystals) by its ability to lower the 

temperature of the cloud to about -40°C. If such an effect 

could be reproduced in the volatile conditions of the open 

atmosphere, clouds might successfully be raodified, perhaps 

raore. The sarae kind of super cooled cloud created in the 

laboratory would have to be found in nature, but nature's 

uncontrolled variables could negate the practical signifi-

cance of the discovery. Schaefer, nevertheless, announced 

to the scientific world, that he intended to try it. 

On November 13, 1946, two days before his announce-

ment reached the public, Schaefer rented a plane and began 

to search the heavens for an ideal cloud. Finding such a 

"^^Byers, pp. 16-18; Louis Battan, Harvesting the 
Clouds (Garden City, New Jersey: Doubleday and Company, 
1969), pp. 62-64; New York Times, November 14, 1946, p. 3, 
col. 6. 

•^^Byers, p. 19. 
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cloud near Pittsfield, Massachusetts, Schaefer directed 

his pilot, Curtis Talbot, to fly over its 14,000 foot top. 

He then opened the window of his plane and allowed the 

suction to scatter three pounds of dry ice for three miles 

into a stratified cloud with temperatures of -20°C. Turn-

ing around to observe its effect, Schaefer saw an avalanche 

of ice crystals fall thousands of feet below the cloud be-

fore disappearing into evaporation. Dr. Langmuir, fifty 

miles away in his observation tower, reported that the 

12 modification of the cloud was visible. A big step frora 

the laboratory to the outdoors had been taken. Schaefer's 

accidental discovery and his theory's application in the 

atraosphere exploded on a skeptical scientific establishment 

and a frequently gullible public—both unprepared to under-

stand the significance of the event or its implications. 

The science of weather modification had its begin-

ning with Schaefer's discovery. Its initial stage of dis-

covery and invention was strengthened and expanded, however, 

by a simultaneous developraent. Dr. Bernard Vonnegut was 

impressed with Schaefer's laboratory experiment. His earlier 

work on nucleation probleras in connection with aircraft 

icing was done at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 

After joining Langrauir and Schaefer at Schenectady's General 

•'•̂ Byers, pp. 19-20; Battan, pp. 64-65; New York 
Times, November 15, 19 46, p. 25, col. 6. 
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Electric laboratory, Vonnegut renewed his interest in ice 

nucleation. If ice crystals served as a natural condensa-

tion nuclei, an artificial substance with a crystalline 

structure sirailar to ice crystals raight also serve as a 

nucleus for condensation. Vonnegut searched the handbook 

of X-ray crystallography and discovered that silver iodide 

and lead iodide seeraed best suited for the purpose. Appli-

cations of both substances, however, produced no results. 

Later it was discovered, through a series of unexpected 

events, that pure silver iodide was the proper substance 

for artificial nucleation, and that the silver iodide 

initially applied had not been pure. The day following 

Vincent Schaefer's historic flight Vonnegut was convinced 

that silver iodide was ". . . a good nucleus effective at 

13 temperatures only a few degrees below freezing." He did 

not immediately suggest that it be used outside the labora-

tory, but neither did he object to the use of silver iodide 

in applied research. And since its practical use for cloud 

modification was inevitable, Vonnegut, in step with weather 

modification's development, eagerly accepted a leading role 

14 
in developing a means to use it. 

Soon after his laboratory work was corapleted. 

13 
Byers, p. 21. 

"'•̂ Byers, pp. 19-21; Arenberg, p. 9; Robert G. 
Fleagle (ed.), Weather Modification and Public Policy 
(Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1967), p. 9 
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Vonnegut helped develop one of weather modification's most 

important innovations. It was a method of vaporizing silver 

iodide and applying it to the clouds. The silver iodide 

was heated to a temperature around 2500 degrees F in order 

to produce proper smoke crystals. It was then combined 

with other substances and allowed to ascend into the air 

on a heated updraft. The apparatus designed for this pur-

pose was called a ground generator. Although it might be 

attached to moving vehicles, it most often occupied a sta-

tionary position on the ground. Atraospheric currents were 

calculated to forecast the point at which artificial nuclei 

and clouds would raeet. Ground generators were used for 

precipitation increase as well as cloud dissipation. Their 

effectiveness was seriously questioned by raany scientists 

in the mid-twentieth century, as it is today. Yet the 

ground generator proved popular with comraercial cloud 

seeders because it was less expensive to operate than air-

craft. Ground generators were so popular, in fact, that 

raany raodels were sold to individuals throughout the south-

15 
west during the drought of the early 1950's. 

These initial discoveries established two conclusions 

•"•̂ Arenberg, pp. 12, 21; U.S., Congress, Senate, Com-
mittee on Appropriations, Hearing on H. R. 12138 [Advisory 
Committee on Weather Control] Hearing, 84th Congress, 2nd 
Session, June 29, 1956 (Washington: Government Printing 
Office, 1957), p. 48; New York Times, December 24, 1949, 
p. 16, col. 1. 

/ 
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to serve as a basis for weather modification science. 

First, Schaefer's laboratory discovery indicated that 

dry ice could create ice crystals in a cloud by lowering 

the cloud's temperature. Second, Vonnegut's programed 

search for an artificial nucleus indicated that silver 

iodide might serve as an efficient artificial nucleus. 

In addition, weather modification had Schaefer's flight 

for a practical model and the ground generator for a 

practical tool. Theories derived frora these discoveries, 

however, were yet to be stringently tested in the atmos-

phere. 



CHAPTER VII 

APPLICATIONS OF CLOUD SEEDING 

Weather modification's uncertainties were great 

indeed. Schaefer's flight, after all, proved that cloud 

modification was possible only under the exact atmospheric 

conditions existing when the dry ice was applied. Subse-

quent events showed that the effect was not always repro-

duced under differing conditions. The interaction of 

atraospheric processes had always been difficult to predict. 

Thus it was difficult to distinguish the effects of arti-

ficial raanipulations frora the naturally occurring phenomena. 

For rainmaking, this meant that it was not possible to prove 

whether man-made rain had been created. Because modifica-

tion techniques were superiraposed on natural processes it 

was also irapossible to prove to what extent rain had been 

created. Since the application of weather modification 

technique seemed to work only when a large amount of raois-

ture was present in the clouds, there seeraed to be little 

hope for relief frora drought. 

Uncertainties, however, were not generally expressed 

by the public press and raass media. Dr. Langrauir's 

•^Arenberg, p. 9; Byers, p. 1. 
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predictions and clairas concerning the future of weather 

modification were extreraely optimistic^ Proraotional 

drives airaed at stirring public interest in the possibil-

ities of weather raodification occupied much of his time. 

He coined the term "cloud seeding" to explain the process 

of artificial influence on precipitation. His crusading 

methods created high tides of hope upon which to launch 

the new science, but he also created a restless sea of 

controversy. 

Dr. Langrauir's enthusiasra for weather raodification 

was genuine, but so raust have been his fear that it raight 

not survive. Langrauir was in a position to understand how 

potentially useful discoveries raight be buried by the con-

servative inflexibility of authority and negativism in the 

scientific community. His actions and words suggested a 

strong sense of historic mission. Schaefer and Vonnegut 

had made important discoveries. Langmuir was determined 

that the world should benefit by them. Weather modification 

needed a man of respectable reputation and high standing to 

defend it from its enemies. Langrauir would be its spokesraan 

and defender. 

Langmuir referred frequently to "weather control," 
a word which expressed hope but which was certainly not 
descriptive of the new science's ability. The Library of 
Congress Catalog of Subject Headings continues to utilize 
"weather control."^ 

"^Byers, p. 22; New York Times, July 20, 1947, sec. 
4, p. 9. 
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General Electric felt obligated to continue its 

support for the development of weather modification, but 

it felt reluctant to support the science alone. Fortu-

nately, the Defense Department had a great interest in a 

practical means of weather modification. Dr. Michael 

Ference of the array's Signal Corps persuaded the Corps to 

join General Electric in a program to test the efficacy of 

cloud seeding. The Office of Naval Research and U. S. Air 

Force followed the Signal Corps' example. Field experiments 

were to be conducted by governraent agencies. Though the 

Weather Bureau was consulted, laboratory work and general 

advice was directed by Dr. Ference and General Electric's 

triumverate: Langmuir, Schaefer, and Vonnegut. The five 

year program began in the spring of 1947. Its first head-

quarters was Fort Monmouth, New Jersey. It was called 

Project Cirrus. 

The significance of Project Cirrus was great. 

Immediate government cooperation on the project appears 

extremely, important when compared to the nineteenth century 

pattern. Unlike Espy's unanswered request and Powers' long 

struggle for government assistance, Project Cirrus 

^"Weather Under Control," Fortune, XXXVII (February 
1948), p. 134; New York Times, March 14, 1947, p. 25, col. 
9; Byers, p. 23. 
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immediately enlisted the support of government agencies. 

The project also documented and substantiated the visible 

effects of cloud seeding on certain stratus and cirrus 

clouds. The seeding aircraft actually cleared paths 

through cloud layers. Repeated experiments provided Dr. 

Langmuir with valuable statistical and empirical evidence 

needed to combat skepticism in his public opinion carapaign. 

I/Langrauir's interpretations drawn frora Project Cirrus were 

provecative forces which stiraulated the Weather Bureau to 

undertake its own cloud seeding project. Finally, Project 

Cirrus gave rise to a latent controversy between sorae 

private raeteorologists and the Weather Bureau, and it 

stimulated the growth of a flourishing commercial weather 

modification establishment. 

One of the most dramatic and iraportant events of 

Project Cirrus activities in 1947 was the seeding of a 

hurricane. It was iraportant not because it proved that 

seeding could modify hurricanes, but because it suggested 

the need for caution in blindly attempting to change 

^The fact that the Weather Bureau was at least con-
sulted (though it was not offered an active part in Project 
Cirrus) also sets it apart from the nineteenth century 
Dyrenforth experiments in which the rainraakers hardly con-
sulted the Weather Bureau. See Spence, p. 232. General 
impressions, however, are that similarities between the 
two events outweigh the contrasts. 

^Lambright, "Government and Technological Innova-
tion," pp. 3, 5. Byers, pp. 23, 28; Arenberg, p. 9. 
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nature's forces. The storra was seeded about 350 railes east 

of Jacksonville, Florida, on October 13. Eight pounds of 

dry ice were released along a 100-raile track. Soon after 

seeding, the storra turned frora its northeastward direction 

and crashed into Savannah, Georgia, causing $2,000,000 

daraage. Loud assertions that the seeding had changed the 

hurricane's direction and threats of litigation abruptly 

woke the weather raodifiers to the possibility of fearful 
7 

legal consequences. What was true of hurricanes raight 

also be true of other disasters. Rainraakers had been held 

responsible for floods and droughts. The nineteenth cen-

tury had provided that example. But it was destined to be 

repeated in the twentieth century. 

Dr. Langmuir and his colleagues were too busy push-

ing for the scientific development of weather modification 

to exercise much caution. "We're starting from scratch, 

said Michael Ference, "and we won't hesitate to throw over-

board all orthodox ideas about hurricanes, if we have to. 

We may be naive, but we think it helps. We'll try anything 

so long as it doesn't contradict the fundamental laws of 

science."^ His statement revealed an insubordinate attitude 

^Byers, pp. 24-25. Subsequent litigation from the 
seeding was actually postponed because the military, which 
was sponsoring Project Cirrus, quickly classified evidence 
needed to render a court decision. See Arenberg, p. 32. 

^"Weather Under Control," p. 136. 
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toward meteorological authority and a faith in trial and 

error methodology. In spite of disapproval from General 

Electric's legal staff, Langrauir clairaed that seeding had 

affected the hurricane. His raessage was unraistakable: 

Something so powerful and useful as the cloud seeding 

technique would mean untold benefit to raillions in the 

future. Its developraent was iraperative. Iraraediate problems 

of public policy would have to take a second place to its 
9 

development. Several well meaning raeteorologists outside 

the Weather Bureau tactfully atterapted to mediate between 

that organization and Langmuir. Their prestige, knowledge, 

and reasoning, however, did not cause Langmuir to temper 

his views or his inflamraable public and private statements. 

"I had the impression that Langrauir was hardly listening," 

said Horace Byers of those raeetings. Carried away with the 

euphoria of his raission, Langrauir appeared to some too 

interested in the fame derived from his crusade. Meteorol-

ogists were suspicious of his motives. These impressions 

along with stateraents interpreted by the Weather Bureau as 

challenges and insults, polarized the Weather Bureau and 

the weather modifiers, and helped generate a bitter contro-

11 versy. 

q 
Byers, p. 25. 

^°Ibid., p- 27. 

•'••'•Ibid. , pp. 26-28. 
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If Langmuir's crusade was a source of alienation, 

it was also a source of stiraulation. Goaded by his spec-

tacular, largely untested clairas, the Weather Bureau 

launched its Cloud Physics Project in August, 1947. Unfor-

txinately, the reasons which raotivated Weather Bureau 

activity underrained its objectivity. Langrauir had raade 

clairas of spectacular results. The Weather Bureau would 

now test his claims. Their object was not to research 

cloud physics as the project's name implied, but to ". . . 

deterraine in definite quantitative terms the practical 

limits . . . of cloud modification processes in producing 

12 or suppressing precipitation. . . . " Frora the project's 

headquarters in Wilmington, Ohio, Cloud Physics director 

Ross Gunn and his associates had set up an experiment design 

which would indeed require a spectacular result in order to 

be counted as a positive result. With a liraited knowledge 

of the actual physical processes, the Weather Bureau deter-

mined statistically that the raodification of either strati-

form or cumuliform clouds did not "normally result in pre-

I I 1 3 cipitation of economic iraportance." 

Its conclusions raised serious suspicion of the 

12 
Arenberg, p. 18. 

•'•"̂ Richard D. Coons and others, "First Partial Report 
on the Artificial Production of Precipitation: Stratiform 
Clouds Ohio, 1948," Bulletin o£ the American Meteorological 
Society, XXIX (May 1948), p. 269; Arenberg, pp. 18-22. 
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project's purpose and criticism of its design. Cloud 

seeding advocates also criticized the project for its lack 

of expertise in operational techniques. "The control of a 

system of curaulus clouds requires knowledge, skill, and 

experience," Langrauir growled. And with a coraplete disre-

gard for the benefit of randoraization he added that "Failure 

to consider the iraportance of the type of seeding, the place, 

and the tirae, and also the failure to select the best avail-

able clouds, explain why the Cloud Physics Project of the 

U. S. Weather Bureau was not able to obtain 'rainfall of 

econoraic importance.'" 

The significance of the two year Cloud Physics 

grogram is to be found in its effect on the scientific 

community. It seemed a total refutation of Project Cirrus' 

splendid and hopeful clairas. It substantiated Project 

Cirrus findings primarily in its notice of the visual 

changes within seeded clouds. Otherwise, it was largely 

the Weather Bureau's answer to Irving Langmuir—matching 

his enthusiasm with pessimisra, his reckless clairas with an 

equally reckless disregard for the real value of the cloud 

seeding discovery. The Cloud Physics Project deepened the 

schisra between followers of Langrauir and the Weather Bureau. 

It helped create the extremes which are characteristic of 

all serious controversy, and in so doing, it possibly 

Byers, p. 32. 
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strengthened the determination of weather raodification 

advocates and prolonged the feud. 

The Cloud Physics Project ended in 1949, but Pro-

ject Cirrus continued (until 1952) to seek new scientific 

answers and to fan the flaraes of controversy. Langrauir 

continued to spawn raeterological theories and concepts 

based on Project Cirrus activities. Araong the raost ira-

portant were his warra-cloud coalescence theory in 1948, 

his claims concerning the effects of overseeding in 1950, 

and his claims of the periodic effects of cloud seeding in 

1949 and 1950. The warra-cloud coalescence theory had been 

hypothesized ten years before Langrauir discovered it. 

Horace Byers classified it as another one of those "redis-

covered" facts which Langrauir so often found. Claims that 

periodic seeding techniques were creating long range peri-

odic weather patterns caused great concern, but these 

claims were at length rejected by most scientists. Finally, 

the concept of cloud seeding's ability to dissipate a cloud 

through applying an over abundant amount of artificial 

15 
nuclei was an important discovery. 

The warm-cloud coalescence theory was first intro-

duced by Henry Houghton in 1938. Langmuir's discovery of 

the theory, however, originated in 1947 when the Pineapple 

Research Institute in Hawaii reported that rain had fallen 

15 Ibid., pp. 13, 31, 34 
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from a warmer-than-freezing cloud after it had been seeded 

with dry ice. By 1948 Langmuir had forraulated his theory 

of the warm cloud precipitation process. He utilized the 

idea that colliding droplets raight grow larger through a 

coalescence process. When the drops grew too large they 

would break up, raove upward with updrafts and again repeat 

the cycle. This chain reaction raight be broken, Langrauir 

reasoned, if warra clouds were seeded with water drops which 

might cause precipitation growth large enough to fall out 

of the cloud. 

The idea behind Langmuir's 1950 introduction of a 

cloud dissipation technique was that overseeding a cloud 

would produce so many nuclei that ice crystals would out-

number the original droplets. Under such circumstances 

the snowflakes tend not to fall out of the cloud. Over-

seeding is still a controversial technique. There are 

many puzzles related to its application. It is, neverthe-

less, frequently used in research and in commercial atterapts 

to suppress hail. 

In 1948 Project Cirrus had raoved to New Mexico for 

^^lbid., pp. 13, 30. Later it was suggested that 
hygroscopic substances (salt and urrea) be used to initiate 
the process of precipitation growth in warra clouds. 

•'•̂ Byers, p. 31; John Carr to Jeff Townsend, August 
25 19 72, tape recorded interview, Southwest Collection, 
Texas Tech University, Lubbock, Texas; Tom Henderson to 
Jeff Townsend, August 18, 19 72, tape recorded interview, 
Southwest Collection, Texas Tech University, Lubbock, Texas. 
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important tests. It was here that Langmuir formulated his 

theory of periodicity. It was decided that periodic seed-

ing would be set up so as to introduce a 7-day periodicity 

in the behavior of weather eleraents. Periodic seeding was 

begun in December, 1949. By the early part of 1950 a 

strangely consistent pattern of rainfall and temperatures 

settled upon the United States. Langmuir took the credit 

for this puzzling and awesorae phenoraenon. He clairaed that 

the New Mexico seeding was producing long range and exten-

sive periodic weather patterns. His words produced wide-

spread attention from both scientists and laymen. Striking 

7-day weather patterns continued. The Weather Bureau, 

18 unable to disprove his clairas, grew restless. 

Once again the Weather Bureau was obliged to deal 

with Langmuir's claims. Assurances that such periodicities 

were not uncommon could not disraiss the seemingly unique 

and striking consistency of the patterns. Nor was criticism 

of Langmuir's statistics an effective weapon against his 

attacks. " But while assurances and criticisms were made, 

Glen Brier of the Weather Bureau, was searching weather 

records from 1899 to 1951 to deterraine frora past reports 

the frequency of 7-day patterns. His study, corapleted in 

•^^Byers, pp. 34-36; Byers, interview; Irving 
Langmuir, "A Seven-Day Periodicity in Weather in the United 
States During April, 1950," Bulletin of_ the American Mete-
oroloqical Society, XXXI (December 1950), p. 386. 
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1952, showed that such patterns had occurred under natural 

circumstances, although seldom as raarked as during 

Langmuir's experiment. Brier's report was not published 

until 1955, but even in 1952 it was too late to be used 

effectively against Langmuir. The suramer of 1951 brought 

a devastating, billion-dollar flood to Kansas and Missouri, 

and with it an end to periodic cloud seeding. Langmuir 

must have felt the risk of being blaraed for flood daraage 

19 was too great to continue the seeding. 

Since the end of World War II, the Weather Bureau 

had been a citadel under siege. Its duties, as always, 

were divided between research and public service. It had 

grown raore powerful since the nineteenth century and raore 

sure of its role as public protector. The prevention of 

chaos and panic was within the scope of its activities. 

Strong walls were reinforced against the enemies of public 

tranquillity. Among these enemies was the alarming idea 

that atomic testing would have serious consequences on both 

present and future weather conditions. There was also much 

agitation concerning the development of infallible weather 

prediction through the use of coraputers. Disappearance of 

the traditional weather forecaster seemed imminent to many. 

Private meteorology (traditionally contained by the 

•'•̂ Byers, pp. 34-36; Rayy Mitten, "Rain Making 
Becomes a Science and a Problem," Nation's Business, 
XLII (March 1954), p. 64. 
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professionals through the American Meteorological Society) 

was getting out of hand. Not only were its ranks swelled 

with former World War II weather personnel, but they had 

organized themselves sufficiently to initiate two weather 

publications in 1948. These publications were entitled 

Weatherwise and Weatherwatch. The Araateur Weatherman Club, 

which sponsored the publications, must have galled the 

Weather Bureau even more by holding its 1948 meeting at 

Mount Washington, the mecca of weather modification 

20 science. Weather raodification, it seeraed, had joined 

the others in battering down the walls of authority. In 

addition, it had brought a forraidable giant to the battle. 

Langmuir stood outside the walls hurling taunting challenges 

and weapons. The Weather Bureau's encounters with him in 

open battle seemed inconclusive. He was a Goliath they 

could not slay. 

An opportunity for the Weather Bureau effectively 

to combat weather modification claims presented itself in 

early 1950. It was decided that an independent scientific 

review, free of prejudices, should publish a report on the 

effectiveness of rainraaking in Project Cirrus. Since 

^^Newton Stone to Jeff Townsend, October 16, 1972, 
taped interview, Southwest Collection, Texas Tech University, 
Lubbock, Texas; "Activities of Amateur Weathermen of America," 
Bulletin of the American Meteorological Society, XXIX (June 
1948) , p.T^ST" The Amateur Weathermen Club was organized 
in 1946. 
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Project Cirrus was a Defense Department project, the re-

viewing scientists could not escape the jurisdiction of 

that departraent. The Weather Bureau was certain that with 

wide publication the review could easily discredit 

Langrauir's extravagant claims. Their hopes were crushed 

in the late spring of 1950 when the Defense Departraent 

unexpectedly classified the report as "confidential," thus 

denying its publication. Later the same year the Defense 

Department relented and allowed the report to be published. 

But it refused to grant departraental endorseraent, thus 

destroying rauch of the report's potential effectiveness 

21 for Weather Bureau purposes. 

Dr. Francis W. Reichelderfer, Chief of the Weather 

Bureau, was extreraely annoyed by the Defense Department's 

actions. This was one more set-back in his offensive 

strategy against Langrauir's attacks. He had contacted 

Langmuir early in the controversy but was unable to re-

strain him. The Cloud Physics Project had drawn too much 

criticism to stop Langrauir, and now the independent study 

had been sabotaged by the Defense Department. Reichelderfer, 

nevertheless, stood firmly against Langmuir's untested 

claims and the sensational and simplified coraraents of the 

popular press. A pioneer in modern raeteorology, 

Reichelderfer was recognized as a corapetent scientist. 

21 
Byers, pp. 60-62. 
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His attempts to raise meteorology's standards, to raake it 

a truly professional discipline, and yet to allow flexi-

bility from administrative irapediraents raade hira a good 

administrator. Having occupied the chief Weather Bureau 

post since 1938, he enjoyed the complete respect of raost 

professional meteorologists. His attitude toward weather 

modification was cautious. He felt that Langmuir's annouce-

raents of unverified claims and results would stimulate a 

premature commercial exploitation of weather modifications 

techniques, especially rainraaking. He could view such 

pioblic activity as nothing raore than raisguided waste. The 

chaotic effects of such activity, he felt would further 

confuse the scientific issue. Experiraental raeteorology 

22 would have to be developed by basic research. 

Reichelderfer's views corresponded closely to those of the 

nineteenth century professional raeteorologist under sirailar 

circurastances. He expressed a fear of the consequences of 

public action arising frora popular crusading. He favored 

fundaraental research over applied and, in raany cases, trial 

and error efforts. He resented the araateur's challenges to 

professional corapetence. 

Reichelderfer felt that his fears of 

^^Francis Reichelderfer retired as Chief of the 
Weather Bureau in 196 3. He was the recipient of raany 
awards during the 1960's. Crouse, vol. II, pp. 444-46; 
Byers, pp. 26, 62. 
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commercialization had been justified soon after Schaefer's 

discovery. Coramercial rainmakers, inspired by Project 

Cirrus, marched confidently into large activities and large 

profits. By 1950 ground generators, purchased for $150 to 

$300 each, floated smoke heavenward to cajole stubborn 

nature throughout the southwest. Millions of dollars were 

expended by farraers, ranchers, and raunicipalities that year 

for rainraaking. Ten percent of the United States' land lay 

in the target area of comraercial cloud seeders. Much of 

this was in the west, which by 1950 was suffering frora a 

23 deadly drought. Rainraaking corapanies found clients in 

farmers' groups, ranchers, power companies, and businessmen 

operating resorts. They found them in urban and rural areas, 

in the United States and in foreign countries. They con-

tracted with clients on a fixed fee or on a percentage 

basis. Some cloud seeders used airplanes, but many used 

the less expensive ground generator. They operated in the 

mountains and on the plains, on irrigated and on dry land 

areas. Like the nineteenth century rainmaking corapanies, 

they competed for markets and fomented confusion and con-

troversy wherever they went. Unlike nineteenth century 

companies, they did not accept a "no rain—no pay" agreement. 

^"^U.S., President, Presidential Advisory Comraittee 
on Weather Control, Final Report qf the Advisory Committee 
on Weather Control (2 vols., Washington: Government Print-
Kg Office, 1958) , I, pp. 7-8; Fleagle, p. 11; Arenberg, 
pp. 9, 12. 
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Success was not promised, but the cost of the technology 

used by the cloud seeders had to be covered. Cloud seeders 

usually accepted liability for damages incurred frora their 
O A 

techniques. But who could prove, to the courts' satis-

faction, that cloud seeding was capable of producing damage? 

Two of the raost iraportant coramercial rainmakers 

were Wallace E. Howell Associates Incorporated, located in 

Cambridge, Massachusetts, and the Water Resources Develop-

ment Corporation located in Denver, Colorado. Wallace 

Howell operated the largest company east of the Mississippi. 

His most draraatic project was a contract with New York City 

in 1950. Though he was enthusiastic about the seeding 

technique's ability to increase precipitation, this Harvard 

trained meteorologist disagreed with Langmuir on the long-
25 

range effects of seeding. 

Irving Krick was head of the Denver-based company. 

He had been something of a scientific rebel for many years. 

Krick's basic disagreement with most professionals centered 

on techniques of weather forecasting. Krick recognized a 

need for a longer range prediction than the Weather Bureau 

was willing to make. Consequently, he developed long-range 

^^Arenberg, pp. 23-26; All weather modification 
clients qroups organized into a National Weather Improveraent 
Association. See H. B. Shaffer, "Weather Modification," 
Editorial Research Report, II (October 1957), p. 732. 

^^Arenberg, p. 24; Bruce Bliven, "The Rainmakers," 
Challenge, I (May 1953), p. 44; Shaffer, p. 733. 
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weather predictions through an analog system in which past 

weather patterns were researched in order to predict present 

patterns. Soon his private weather consultant business, 

begun in the raid-1930's, was deraanding a great deal of his 

time. As head of the raeteorology departraent of the Cali-

fornia Institute of Technology, Krick was soraetiraes criti-

cized for his private work. The earliest and raost important 

client for his long-range predictions was southern Cali-

fornia's moving picture industry. Another iraportant client 

later included the Farraer's Stockman, an agricultural pub-

lication with wide circulation. Schaefer's discovery 

stimulated Krick to go into the weather modification 

, • 26 busmess. 

In 1948 he left the California Institute of Tech-

nology and took a large part of the meteorology staff with 

him. The Water Resources Development Corporation was 

established the same year. Its purpose was limited to 

weather modification projects—primarily rainraaking. 

Clairaing that drought would soon envelop the Southwest, 

Krick raoved his headquarters frora California to Denver, 

Colorado. Here he was closer to millions of acres of farm 

^^Francis Bello, "Forecast for Weather Control 
Brightens," Fortune, LVII (May 1958), p. 147; Stone, inter-
view; Halacy, pp. 52-54, 95. It is interesting and perhaps 
significant to note, when thinking of Langmuir's 7-day 
periodicity experiments, that Krick's "weather sets" are 
also based on a seven day period. 
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land which would need his services. By 1952 his contracts 

for rainraaking covered approxiraately 325 raillion acres of 

land at a cost of 1 to 15 cents an acre. His ground gen-

erators, placed throughout the nation, required a coraplex 

systera of supervision and reporting. Though his early 

clients were largely agricultural, he also signed contracts 

with power corapanies such as the West Texas Utilities Cora-

pany and such raunicipalities as Dallas, Texas. Krick's 

influence provoked the Weather Bureau into overenthusiastic 

opposition. Weather Bureau representatives raight rise frora 

the floor of a Krick raeeting, for instance, to counteract 

27 the organization's efforts. Judging by the numbers of 

contracts, however, Krick's influence was not easily 

dirainished. He remained king of the rainmakers in the West. 

The West, however, was not the only drought-

stricken area in the United States. In the East, many of 

New York City's citizens refused water in restaurants and 

went to work unshaven on Thursdays as a result of the city's 

request for voluntary water conservation. Water reserves 

for the giant urban center were decreasing at an alarming 

rate, and they were not being replaced by nature. As the 

city's reservoirs in the Catskills sunk to increasingly 

lower depths, city officials became more susceptible to 

Langrauir's claims of success in Project Cirrus' rainmaking 

27 Stone , interview; Bliven, p. 45. 
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experiments.^^ 

At last, New York City (whose Times had ridiculed 

southern California's rainmaking activity in 1905) payed 

meteorologist Wallace Howell $100 a day to create arti-

ficial precipitation in 1950. The city's cloud seeding 

operations, from April to December, 1950, raet with threats 

of legal action frora the city of Albany and a New Jersey 

congressraan. Both claimed they would be denied water by 

the operations. Rainfall did not quickly fill New York 

City's reservoirs, but finally, excessive rainfall left 

the city facing two million dollars daraage clairas from 

groups who ostensibly believed that the city's cloud 

seeding operations had precipitated a flood. Dr. Howell 

was forced to deny his work, By refusing to take credit 

for the rain he greatly aided New York City's legal posi-

29 tion, but did not help his reputation as a rainmaker. 

As rainraaking activities were blaraed for floods in 

- New York Tiraes, March 2, 1950, p. 1, col. 4; New 
York Tiraes, January 29, 1950, sec. iv, p. 9, col. 6; New 
York Times, January 30, 1950, p. 16, col. 2; Nelson Manfred 
Blake, Water for the Cities (Syracuse: Syracuse University 
Press, 1956), p. 282. 

^^U.S., Congress, Senate, Subcommittees on Interior 
and Insular Affairs, Interstate and Foreign Commerce, Agri-
culture, and Forestry, Joint Hearing on Weather Control, 
March 14-19, 1951, Joint Hearing, 82nd Congress, Ist Session, 
March 14, 1951 (Washington: Government Printing Office, 
1951), p. 14; New York Times, May 15, 1905, p. 8, col. 5; 
New York Tiraes, February 19, 1950, p. 64, col. 2; Arenberg, 
pT~23; Bliven, p. 44. 
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New York, they were blaraed for both floods and drought in 

New Mexico. Gripped by unrelenting drought, New Mexico 

had received one fourth its average annual rainfall and 

snow in 1950. Public speculation on the cause behind the 

moisture deficiency spawned the idea that New Mexico was 

being denied water by reckless wildcat rainmaking attempts. 

Then suddenly a typical Southwestern flash flood destroyed 

part of the new construction on U.S. Highway 87 in north-

eastern New Mexico. Rainmakers and the ranchers who had 

hired them immediately came under attack for causing the 

excessive rainfall. New Mexico had placed the thorny ques-

tion of rainmaking efficacy in the hands of its School of 

Mines at Socorro. The school's requests for reports of 

activities frora commercial and private cloud seeders had 

raet with little success. Not even Irving Langrauir's request 

could solicit their cooperation. The rainraakers' refusal 

to coordinate their operations with highway construction 

further antagonized certain elements in the state's diverse 

community. Finally, in an effort to protect themselves 

from the public outrage, ranchers lobbied for legislation 

which would help thera escape the threat of daraage suits. 

The proposal declared rainmaking to be "beneficial and in 

30 
the public interest." 

•^^U.S., Congress, Senate, Subcommittees on Interior 
and Insular . . . , March 15, 1951, pp. 119-20; New York 
Times, May 29, 1950, p. 17, col. 2. 
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Public controversy in New York and New Mexico were 

only two examples of the unwanted by-products of coramercial 

rainmaking activities. General Electric's association with 

the new science proved to be no unmixed blessing for the 

company's reputation. Some raajor independent research 

foundations fell in line with the Weather Bureau to criti-

cize weather raodification raethods. The possibility of law 

suits for daraages in Project Cirrus target areas threatened 

on all sides. Miarai, Florida, suffered anxiety when a pro-

motion scheme to give the city her first snow was quickly 

opposed by a large number of her citizens. Cloud seeding 

for snow increase brought more serious arguments in the 

arid West. Utah's attorney general threatened court action 

against an attempt by the city of Reno, Nevada, to increase 

snow for the ski season. Utah clairaed it would be denied 

snow, and thus a summer water supply, by Nevada's opera-

tions. Snow augmentation projects in Colorado's Rocky 

Mountains was blamed for snow slides which blocked highways 

. . X. - . 3 1 
and for the collapse of raming tunnels. 

•̂•̂U S Congress, Senate, Subcommittees on Interior 
and Insular".'. . , March 19, 1951, p. 204; New York Tiraes, 
January 28, 1948, p. 25, col. 2; New York Times, January 
18, 1948, sec. 4, p. 8, col. 2; Bliven, p. 44. 



CHAPTER VIII 

GOVERNMENT AND POLICY 

With inter-and intrastate conflict raging the tirae 

was ripe for federal intervention. First, there was a need 

for a scientific review of cloud seeding which could coraraand 

the respect and confidence of both weather modification 

advocates and its opponents. Polarization in the scientific 

comraunity had destroyed trust on both sides. Second, there 

was a need to deterraine the degree of governmental regulation 

for the practice of weather modification's uncertain art. 

Third, it was necessary to determine the details of financial 

aid needed to stabilize weather modification practice and 

integrate it into existing public policy. To a large degree, 

the federal government was to deterraine and direct the 

future of weather modification science. 

The federal government began to move toward the 

resolution of these questions in early 1951. Joint hearings 

before the subcommittees of Interior and Insular Affairs, 

Interstate Commerce and Agriculture and Forestry began on 

March 14, 1951. The objectivity needed for the government's 

examination of the issues was lacking. Polarization and 

controversy could not be banished. Presiding over the 

hearing was New Mexico's Senator Clinton P. Anderson, an 

109 
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outspoken friend of federal action in regard to weather 

modification."^ 

Anderson's advocacy of strong federal legislation 

was based on his belief that the era of practical weather 

modification was at hand. He enthusiastically sounded the 

fanfare for its arrival, ignoring personal comraunication 

frora Reichelderfer requesting restraint. Anderson's belief 

was influenced by a nioraber of converging factors. First, 

as a forraer Secretary of Agriculture, he could see the 

potential benefit to agriculture. Second, Project Cirrus 

activities in New Mexico and his contacts with commercial 

scientists such as Irving Krick must have convinced him of 

weather modification's efficacy. He firmly believed that 

cloud seeding might produce long-range effects much as 

Langrauir clairaed it had. Third, New Mexico's severe legal 

and social controversies foraented by the uncertainties of 

science and public policy convinced Anderson that a sensible 

policy was needed. Finally, the railitary potential of 

weather raodification also did not escape Anderson. In a 

post war atraosphere of railitary preparedness, his corapar-

ison of weather raodification policy to atoraic energy policy 

seeraed appropriate. Assuraing the practical existence and 

significance of cloud seeding techniques, it was now tirae 

to move to the consideration of the social, economic, and 

•̂ New York Times, December 10, 1950, p. 68, col. 4. 
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POl^tical effects of cloud seeding. To foster such an 

interest seemed far-sighted and wise to some observers. 

Assisting Senator Anderson in his efforts was South 

Dakota Senator Francis Case whose interest in weather modi-

fication had been stimulated by cloud seeding activities 

and controversies in the South Dakota area. The 1951 hear-

ing, in which these politicians would work, was to consider 

three legislative proposals for federal action. The pro-

posals had been pending before Congress since 1950. The 

most definite of these was a bill, designed by Senator 

Anderson, which proposed the creation of a quasi-legislative 
3 

and judicial agency under the Departraent of Coraraerce. This 

agency, to be naraed the Weather Control Comraission, would 

irapose commercial cloud seeding license or exempt seeders 

from license as it saw fit. It would regulate comraercial 

rates and impose penalties of $5,000 fine, two years in 

prison or both for violations. The enactment of such strong 

legislation, it was often agreed, could be inappropriate, 

even dangerous in view of weather raodification's inability 

to receive support and withstand the stringent scrutiny of 

the scientific coraraunity. Various ideas concerning the 

degree and type of governraent regulations were voiced at 

^Clinton P. Anderson, "The Weather Control Bill," 
Weatherwise, IV (February 1951), pp. 17-19. 

^Anderson's proposal was modeled after the Atomic 
Energy Act of 1946.. See Anderson, p. 17. 
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the hearings. The realization that the nation's courts 

had little legal precedent to guide them through litigation 

suggested a need for strong action. The fears which pro-

duced litigation were real. But was there any basis for 

those fears? Could the courts make a scientific decision 

which scientists could not agree to make? The exigency of 

social confusion, as always, demanded public policy both 

definite and wise. 

Legal probleras were the greatest catalyst to federal 

action. Jurists and policy raakers were puzzled over the 

legal iraplications of weather raodification. By 1951 its 

legal history had developed into two broad areas of interest. 

First, emerged the area of litigation and threats of litiga-

tion which stimulated legislative action. Next eraerged the 

legislative and adrainistrative actions of state and local 

governments. The federal government did not consider weather 

modification legislation until 1951, although regulatory laws 

were introduced in Congress as early as 194 8. 

Charles J. Gardner, "Hauling Down More Water From 
the Sky," Water: Yearbook of Agriculture (Washington: 
Government Printing Office, 1955), p. 94; U.S. Congress, 
Senate, Subcommittees on Interior and Insular . . . , March 
14, 1951, pp. 3, 8, March 16, p. 16, March 19, p. 169; 
Wayne Gard, "Rainmakers Sell New Magic," Cattleman, XXXVIII 
(June 1951), p. 76-78. 

^Howard J. Taubenfeld, director of the Institute 
of Aerospace Law at Southern Methodist University is 
actively researching the legal history and iraplications 
of weather modification. The subject is still highly spec-
ulative. See Taubenfeld's works listed in the bibliography 
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Litigation and threats of litigation were as rauch 

a part of twentieth century weather raodification as they 

had been a part of nineteenth century rainraaking: Threats 

were nuraerous; actual lawsuits were few. When serious 

federal hearings began in 1951, only a few cloud seeding 

cases had found their way into court. In Kansas an injunc-

tion was granted against cloud seeders who were allegedly 

preparing to operate during the State Fair. New York's 

injunction case gained wider attention. Slutsky vs City 

of New York involved the reconciliation of public and 

private welfare and a clarification on property and water 

rights. The plaintiff, a resort owner in the seeded area, 

sought a perraanent injunction against New York City in its 

1950 rainmaking attempts. The courts denial of the injunc-

tion was based primarily on its interpretation of equity 

doctrines and ideas which emphasized the public welfare 

over private interestsj The court flatly denied the plain-

tiff any vested píroperty rights in the clouds or their 

raoisture.' A claira for daraages allegedly resulting in New 

York City's rainraaking project had not reached the court 

docket until 1953. It never carae to trial because of pro-

ceedural problems. 

^U.S., President, Presidential Comraittee, vol. I, 
pp. 213-15; Arenberg, p. 32; Howard J. Taubenfeld, (ed.), 
Weather Modification and the Law (Dobbs Ferry, New York: 
Oceana Publications, 1968), p. 114. 
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Thus by the 1951 hearings, there was no judicial 

decision involving liability of cloud seeders. Yet raost 

cloud seeders had prepared for damage suits by insuring 

against it. Lloyds of London wrote insurance policies for 

western rainmakers in the twentieth century as it had 

earlier, for less sophisticated rainmaking projects. Both 

the earlier rainmakers and the raid twentieth century types 

were in little danger of actually having to pay for nature's 

daraages. It was iraprobable that cloud seeding could be 
7 

proved to have caused daraage. 

Scientific proof was illusive, but social probleras 

were glaringly evident. These probleras brought state gov-

ernments to legislate in the area of weather modification 

practice. The year 1950 was a year of stormy controversy. 

By the end of 1951 seven states had enacted weather raodi-

fication laws. Wyoming was first with its provocative 

claira to a ". . . sovereign right . . . " over " . . . the 

raoisture contained in the clouds and atraosphere within its 
p 

sovereign state boundaries." New Mexico followed close 

behind. It gave the cloud seeders alraost coraplete freedom 

and protected them from liability by allowing them "non-

profit corporation" status. The corporation's activities 

\renberg, p. 31; Jordan, p. 82; Carr, interview. 

^U.S., President, Presidential Committee, vol. I, 
p. 232. 

file:///renberg
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were defined as benevolent services. Next came Colorado; 

followed by Arizona, Utah, Massachusetts, and California 

in that order. All of these states but one were western 

states which had been affected by thriving coraraercial 

9 
weather modifiers. 

These laws varied in purpose and quality. Neither 

New Mexico nor Utah required licenses, or perraits of weather 

modification practitioners. The remaining seven states did. 

Most of the states attached v/eather modification to the 

duties of already existing agencies and officials. Utah 

authorized county officials to levy taxes for the support 

of weather modification activities during periods of 

"emergency droughts." Arizona regulated the sale of 

weather modification equipment and supplies. 

With this background, the 1951 hearing was launched. 

The issues were confused. Questions involving the degree 

and type of governmental regulation often evolved into the 

more basic issue of scientific efficacy, an area in which 

Senator Anderson seemed too confident. 

Was weather modification a practical reality? That 

was precisely the crucial, unanswered question since 1946. 

^lbid., pp. 219, 220-22, 226, 229; Massachusetts 
was the home and headquarters of Wallace Howell's comraer-
cial weather raodification organization. 

l^Ibid., pp. 219-29; California also provided for 
a degree of local authority involving weather modification 
projects. 
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Anderson charged the Weather Bureau and the professionals 

with a conservative, uniraaginative attitude toward the new 

science. He further asserted that the Weather Bureau's 

". . . preconceived notion of failure . ..""'••'• had placed 

barriers in the way of progress. He reported that the 

American Meteorological Society had not believed weather 

modification could be done, and by this statement he revealed 

his belief that weather modification was an accomplished 

fact.-*-̂  

Sounds of verbal battle echoed from hearing room 

walls as Assistant Chief of the Weather Bureau, W. F. 

McDonald, charged some were " . . . tuned to the expectation 

that any given technological miracle is purchasable at a 

13 price." McDonald admitted the Bureau had been cautious, 

but he did not apologize for its scientific integrity. 

Pennsylvania meteorologist, Dr. C. L. Hosler, matched 

Anderson's dograatisra with the assurance that weather raodi-

f ication was largely ". . . a raatter of belief—a raatter 

of faith." His response reflected the rigidity and 

arrogance of scientific authority. 

•̂ •̂ U.S., Congress, Senate, Subcommittees on Interior 
and Insular . . . / p. 20. 

12 Ibid., March 15, 1951, p. 252. 

^^lbid. , March 14, 1951, p. 13. 

^^lbid., March 15, 1951, p. 252. 
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Both sides seemed to agree, however, that some 

government action was necessary to insure a raore orderly 

development of weather raodification. The Defense Depart-

ment supported Anderson's strong federal regulation. But 

most commercial cloud seeders viewed Anderson's plan as an 

extreme measure. The National Weather Improvement Associa-

tion (an organization of weather modification clients) 

caused a major break in weather modification's ranks when 

it announced that comraercial rainraakers would refuse to 

15 support regulatory legislation not supported by facts. 

Many rainraaking clients feared that strong regulations 

raight hold rainraakers too responsible in the practice of 

an art where solid facts were few. These clients, whose 

interests the government was to protect, paradoxically 

sought escape frora governraental protection through the 

refuge of scientific proof. 

There were, indeed, serious questions in the area 

of regulation. One of these focused on how the government 

might regulate weather modification in the public interest 

without stifling private research frora which the new 

science sprang and raight continue to develop. Corapanies 

•^^U.S., Congress, Senate, Committee on Interstate 
and Foreign Commerce, Senate Report 1514, 82nd Congress, 
2nd Session (Washington: Governraent Printing Office, 1952), 
p. 5; Letter from the National Weather Improvement Associa-
tîon'to the U.S., Congress, Senate, Subcommittees on 
Interior and Insular . . . , March 19, 1951, p. 179. 
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such as General Electric needed the freedom to carry out 

field operations with governraent protection from public 

liability. The need for research was obvious, but the 

work of too many comraercial cloud seeders (sorae who were 

charlatans not interested in research) had caused a deluge 

16 of public confusion. Would it not be better if through 

governraent regulation troublesome operators were eliminated, 

leaving a few competent, research-minded companies to seek 

conclusive answers to scientific questions? Under such a 

circumstance, (occasionally referred to by Anderson) would 

it not be possible for General Electric, the old pioneer 

in weather raodification, to receive a governraent research 

contract? 

The struggle for a research appropriation expanded 

the old Weather Bureau-Weather Modifiers' feud into a new 

diraension. Anderson's assertions of the Weather Bureau's 

conservative attitude was an iraplication that the Weather 

Bureau was not the agency with which to deposit a research 

appropriation. The Weather Bureau, trying to sound a less 

negative note, suggested the only intelligent development 

could come from an agency familiar with weather raodifica-

tion's probability of success. The Weather Bureau, it 

chided, could also regulate with more economy and less 

restriction than Anderson's Weather Commission. Anderson 

"̂" Stone, interview. 
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dogmatically concluded that he did not care who received 

the government appropriation as long as it was not the 

Weather Bureau.''̂ ^ 

At the end of the hearings there was no consensus. 

Scientific uncertainty, general preference for state over 

federal legislation, objection to cloud seeding raonopolies, 

and a strong anti-regulatory lobby combined to convince 

the subcommittees that strong regulatory measures were pre-

mature. A new bill, drafted and approved by the sub-

committees, provided instead for a temporary advisory cora-

raittee which would atterapt to evaluate all public and pri-

vate cloud seeding operations to arrive at more conclusive 

answers as to the scientific status of weather modification 

On the basis of its conclusions, the new coramittee was to 

make recommendations on the extent to which the federal 

government should aid or regulate weather modification 

.. •.• 18 activities. 

Because of the rush of business during the closing 

days of the 82nd Congress and the activity of lobbyists, 

creation of the Advisory Comraittee on Weather Control 

^^U.S., Congress, Senate, Subcomraittees on Interior 
and Insular . . . , March 14, 1951, p. 14. 

^^U.S., Congress, Senate, Committee on Interstate 
and Foreign Commerce, p. 5; U.S., Congress, House, Comraittee 
on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, House Report 1022, 8 3rd 
Congress, Ist Session (Washington: Government Prmting 
Office, 1953)/ pp. 1-8; U.S., Congress, Senate, Subcommittees 
on Interior and Insular . . . r p. 169. 
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waited until August 13, 1953. The Committee's most impor-

tant function was perceived to be in the area of policy 

recomraendation. For this reason its creation raarked the 

beginning of an iraportant phase in the history of weather 

19 modification. Project Cirrus ended in 1952. Langmuir 

went into serai-retireraent. Controversy grew less intense, 

but it was, by no raeans, ended. The scientific comraunity 

was suspicious of the Advisory Coraraittee's scientific 

credentials and its objectivity. Sorae professionals were 

antagonized by the Coramittee's chairraan, the colorful 

Captain Howard Orville. Having acted as weather advisor 

with Doolittle's attack on Japan and with the invasion of 

North Africa, Orville had received wide acclaim as an array 

raeteorologist. More iraportant to the scientists was his 

past association with Project Cirrus and the support given 

him by cloud seeders. 

The Orville Comraittee, as it was popularly known, 

was to investigate for two years, after which it would 

report its finding to Congress through the President. 

Congressional funds were received on July 1, 1954. The 

•^^U.S., Congress, Hosue, Committee on Interstate 
and Foreign Commerce, p. 3; Lambright, "Government and 
Technological Innovation . . . ," p- 3; U.S., Statutes at 
Large, Vol. 67, Public Law 256 (Washington: Government 
Printing Office, 1953), p. 559. 

^^New York Times, August 11, 1949, p. 25, col. 6; 
Byers, p. 63. 
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Committee's teraporary nature, however, increased the dif-

ficulty of recruiting a technical staff so that the cora-

mittee's work did not begin until 1955.^^ 

It was fortunate that the need for government 

action was not as urgent in 1954-55 as it had been in 

1950-51. By 1952 large nurabers of the raore incorapetent 

cloud seeders had disappeared and with thera a greater level 

of confusion. Public interest in weather raodification, how-

ever, reraained high. The Rainraaker, a broadway play based 

on the life of an early twentieth century weather raodifier, 

opened in 1954. It was followed by 110° in the Shade, a 

rausical production with a sirailar theme.^^ 

Neither had the scientific debate over the efficacy 

and future potential of weather modification greatly sub-

sided. Battle lines were still drawn with the daring and 

hopeful led by the cloud seeders ranged against the orthodox 

and cautious meteorological establishment. While Langmuir 

and Schaefer spread cheerful news, the Weather Bureau, 

21 
U.S., Congress, House, Committee on Interstate 

and Foreign Commerce, p. 2; U.S., Congress, Senate, Com-
mittee on Appropriations, Hearing on HR 12138 Advisory 
Comraittee on Weather Control, Hearing, 84th Congress, 2nd 
Session (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1957), 
p. 54. 

22 
U.S., President, Presidential Comraittee, Vol. I, 

p. 7; Paul MacCrendy, "Weather Modification and Water 
Resources," Water for Texas, Proceedings of the 84th Annual 
Water Conference (College Station, Texas: Texas A and M 
University, 1963), p. 46; Fleagle, p. 8. 
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though conceding basic, well-proven points, continued to 

issue pessiraistic stateraents . ̂"̂  

The legal developraent of weather raodification 

depended, to a great extent, on continued controversy. Its 

further developraent was proof that the controversy was alive 

and healthy. In 1954 an Oklahoraa landowner sued the Krick 

organization for flood daraage coincident with the defend-

ant's cloud seeding project sponsored by Oklahoma City a 

year earlier. The plaintiff did not prove his case to the 

satisfaction of the jury. The decision favored the defend-

ant. An iraportant suit for damages in 1956 involved a 

hail prevention project. The cloud seeding issue was 

relevant enough in 1953 to prompt the Council of State 

Governments to suggest that states should give weather 

modification legislation high priority. That year New 

Hampshire, Oklahoma, Oregon, Wisconsin, and South Dakota 

25 
passed weather modification acts. 

The Orville Comraittee was busy in 1955 with its 

statistical and physical evaluations. The Comraittee's 

^New York Times, April 30, 1955, p. 8, col. 8; 
New York Times, May 24, 1953, sec. IV, p. 11, col. 6; New 
York Tiraes, May 2, 1955, p- 21, col. 1. 

^^The project involved a clash of agricultural 
interests in Oregon. Hail suppression projects continue 
to be a major stimulus to local controversy. 

^^U.S., President, Presidential Coramittee, Vol. I, 
pp. 213, 215, 225-26, 228, 231. 
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evaluations by the suramer of 1956 had established a 9% to 

18% increase in rainfall during seeded storras over target 

areas in raountainous areas of the northwest. More opti-

mistic aspects of the report were poorly received at a 

University of Arizona conference in 1956. After the dis-

appointing preview, the Committee's report was moderated. 

Finally, on February 8, 1956, the Committee presented its 

first interim report to President Eisenhower.^^ 

But most questions were still unanswered on June 

30, 1956, the day designated for the Committee's termination. 

Hurriedly, Captain Orville asked for and received from 

Congress a 30 day extension. Then he proposed to extend 

the life of the Comraittee two more years. After consider-

able political maneuvering the Orville Coraraittee was allowed 

a budget increase along with an extension of its life until 

June 30, 1958.^^ 

Orville's Advisory Comraittee was free to search for 

raore answers, but its goals were never to be corapletely 

realized. Suddenly in 1957 Congress grew weary and irapatient 

with the inconclusive nature of the Advisory Committee's 

answers. Many of the answers were echoes of what the 

^^U.S., Congress, Senate, Comraittee on Appropriations, 
pp. 47-48; Byers, p. 63. 

^^U.S., Congress, Senate, Coraraittee on Appropriations, 
pp. 53-54, 77; U.S , Statutes at Large, Public Law 604, Vol. 
70*(Washington: Government Printing Office, 1956), p. 509. 
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Weather Bureau had been saying since 1946. Feeling that 

no scientific breakthrough was likely to corae from the 

Committee (whose scientific object was evaluation, not 

basic research), the House of Representatives denied an 

additional appropriation request to the Committee, clairaing 

its activities were no longer needful. Advisory Coraraittee 

members were reserved a short space in a crowded hearing 

to plead their case. Members protested that the premature 

ending of their work would endanger their evaluation of 

cloud seeding in central, flat land regions. They also 

felt obligated to reassure Congress that they did not seek 

to unnecessarily perpetuate their positions on government 

tax raoney. The Committee was, nevertheless, ordered to 

submit its final report and terminate its activities by 

December 31, 1957, six raonths before its extension was to 

provide for autoraatic termination.^^ 

The compelling causes which had created the Advisory 

Committee in 1953 had largely dissipated by 1957. Many 

28 
U.S., Congress, Senate, Coramittee on Appropriations, 

p. 50; U.S., Congress, Senate, Subcommittee on Appropriations, 
Advisory Committee on Weather Control, Hearing, 85th Con-
gress, Ist Session (Washington: Government Printing Office, 
1957), p. 441; U.S., Congress, House, Treasury Post Appro-
priation Act, House Report 4 897, 85th Congress, Ist Session 
(Washington: Government Printing Office, 1957), p. 194; 
U.S., Congress, House, Subcommittee of the Committee on 
Appropriations, Advisory Committee on Weather Control, Hear-
ing, 84th Congress, 2nd Session (Washington: Government 
Printing Office, 1956), pp. 154-78. 
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serious and competent research programs throughout the 

country lessened the importance of the Comraittee's scien-

2Q 

tific findings. In addition, the Committee's statistical 

evaluations were unable to win widespread respect. All 

these factors made the Comraittee's findings seem uneventful. 

The Committee made no recomraendations concerning 

regulatory legislation in the area of weather raodification. 

Concerned states had gradually provided for regulation 

primarily through expanding the powers of existing state 

agencies. By 1957 Louisiana, Nebraska, and Washington had 

passed weather modification laws. Many states followed 

these, each to deal with weather raodification in its own 

way. Maryland, for example, corapletely outlawed cloud 

seeding within her borders, and thereby avoided the possi-
30 bility of public confusion. While state laws offered no 

solution to potential interstate conflict, they helped fill 

a legal vacuura in this new cultural coraplex. 

The raost iraportant contribution of the Advisory 

Committee was its policy recommendations in regard to fur-

ther development and administration of weather raodification 

science. It concluded that further research should be ade-

quately supported by public and private means, by governments. 

^^For an excellent survey of other important research 
projects from 1946 to the present see Byers, "History of 
Weather Modification." 

^^U.S., President, Presidential Committee, Vol. II, 
p. 213-17, 222-23, 229; Fleagle, p. 118f. 
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universities and industries. The research efforts, how-

ever, should be promoted and coordinated by a single 

federal agency. The Weather Bureau was still suspect. 

The Committee suggested the National Science Foundation 

for the job.̂ -'-

Accordingly, the Committee's recommendation was 

initiated. A new period of solid development for weather 

modification began in 1958 when the National Science Foun-

dation was given responsibility as centralized coordinator 

of the developing weather raodification technology. Irving 

Langrauir, in many ways the father.of weather modification 

science, did not see the science raove frora its critical 

stage into the safety of national sanction. He had died 

32 in 1957, his hopes for weather control still undimraed. 

Subsequent events in weather modification history 

can only be broadly outlined. The National Science Founda-

tion, whose primary purpose was basic research, could not 

retain the support of politicians who were impatient for 

operational rainraaking projects. The strong attraction of 

applied research led western Congressraen to desert the 

National Science Foiondation and push the Bureau of 

•̂'•U.S., President, Presidential Coraraittee, Vol. I, 
p. viii. 

^^Byers, p. 37. Langrauir died at age 76. Byers 
has called his last paper ". . . a fitting philosophical 
close . . ." to his career. The paper was entitled: 
"Freedom—The Opportunity to Profit from the Unexpected." 
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Reclamation into operational rainmaking in 1961. Ten years 

later the responsibility for weather modification in the 

federal government had raoved from a centralized "Lead 

agency" to an uncoordinated program involving at least 

six federal agencies. There are benefits as well as prob-

leras presented by such a program. Henry Lambright has sug-

gested that a healthy system of scientific checks and 

balances is the result. Each agency dares not venture too 

far into either pure or applied research, and society 

benefits. 

The year 1966 brought the scientific comraunity 

closer to a working consensus on the status of weather modi-

fication. In a conference, held on Skyline Drive in 

Shenandoah National Park, Virginia, scientists met to 

create standardized guidelines in the conduct of weather 

modification research. The "Skyline Conference," as it 

was called, cautiously injected a note of optimism into its 

assessment of the efficacy of weather modification. It was 

received with rejoicing from those whose interests were al-

lied with weather raodification. A good part of the scien-

tific elite, however, remained skeptical, and continue to 

emphasize weather raodification's unanswered questions. 

This unfinished state is essentially where weather 

•̂ •̂ Lambright, "Government and Technological Inno-
vation . . • /" p. 9. 
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modification finds itself today."^^ 

Weather modification's effect on the general public 

is rather superficial today, just as it was during the 

raost controversial periods of its colorful past. Many 

citizens were raoved to contribute money to weather modi-

fication projects. Thousands of others were excited by 

the hope that man might transcend nature through weather 

control. Yet the raajority still pondered whether or not 

to carry an umbrella to work or to put chains on their auto-

mobile tires. They were still chased from ball parks by 

sudden afternoon showers and still frightened by drought's 

unyielding terror. Perhaps most people felt a safety in 

knowing that nature's supreraacy still provided a place for 

thera in its chain of being. 

Larabright, "Government and Technological Inno-
vation . . . ," p. 4; Byers, pp. 65-66. 



CHAPTER IX 

RAINMAKING'S UNEASY INTEGRATION 

The foundation of twentieth century weather modi-

fication hopes rested on a cosraological viewpoint which 

emphasized the volatile and erratic character of the atmo-

sphere. To the weather modifier, the sky was a raysterious 

realm of forces which might respond to the slightest 

stirauli. They saw the atmosphere in a "metastable condi-

tion," said Henry Houghton, where ". . . a small irapulse 

will suffice to release the instability." This being the 

case, it was irapossible to predict precisely what the 

weather raight do. "If this principle of indeterrainancy is 

correct," reraarked Houghton, "it sets a basic lirait on the 
2 

precision with which it is possible to forecast weather." 

Thus, the weather raodifier shifted his attention frora fore-

casting to developing a raeans to initiate the release or 

control of atraospheric instability at a predeterrained point 

Langmuir suggested it might be easier to change the weather 

^Henry G. Houghton, "An Appraisal of Cloud Seeding 
as a Means of Increasing Precipitation," Smithsonian Insti-
tution, Annual Report for 1951 (Washington: Governraent 
Printing Office, 1952), p. 185. 

^lbid, 

129 
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than to predict it."̂  

His stateraent suggested another salient feature 

of the weather raodification viewpoint: In order to under-

stand weather, one raust proceed from experimentation 

applied in the atraosphere and seek erapirical solutions. 

Langrauir allowed his iraagination and his observation of 

Project Cirrus to lead him step by exciting step to formu-

late his raeteorological systera. He created his own theory, 

research tools, and evaluation with a disdainful and shock-

ing disregard for the journals. Applied research conducted 

in an uncontrolled laboratory was the source of his knowl-

edge. 

To raost professional meteorologists his methods 

and approach seemed reckless and unsound. At the basis of 

their feelings, however, lay a cosraological outlook which 

sharply differed with weather raodification's viewpoint. 

The professionals were perhaps more aware than anyone of 

the awesorae and overwhelraing forces of the atraosphere. 

This awareness influenced their basic outlook. Most pro-

fessionals perceived a raore balanced, stable atraosphere in 

which powerful forces were altered only by equally powerful 

counter-forces. Their calculations brought them to the 

conclusion that the application of a few pounds of dry ice 

"^Lambright, "Governraent and Technological Innova-
tion . . . /" p. 6. 
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would not likely change large-scale fields of atraospheric 

. 4 

motion and temperature. While the public wondered, for 

example, whether post-war atomic power raight be used to 

induce rainfall, array raeteorologist Colonel Holzman con-

fidently reported that ". . . it would take 10 atoraic bombs 

per second to have an appreciable influence" on the atmo-
sphere. 

Because calculations of this type were possible, 

because professional raeteorologists knew collectively a 

great deal about the atraosphere, it was iraportant to base 

any kind of experiraent on this total knowledge. It was 

felt that weather raodifiers were placing too rauch eraphasis 

on nucleation, and ignoring the siraultaneous conditions of 

the atmosphere. The Weather Bureau wanted synoptic weather 

analysis. They reasoned that one could not possibly change 

weather conditions until he fully understood the conditions 

he was to change. "Until gaps in our fundamental theory are 

closed," said Richelderfer, until "the whole rain and snow 

process" could be explained, there was no way to know if 

rainmaking was possible. 

These were careful, disciplined investigators who 

^Houghton, p. 185; Byers, p. 32. 

McDonald, p. 33. 

^Francis W. Reichelderfer, "Can We Change the 
Weather?" U.S. News and World Report, XXVIII (March 3, 1950), 
p. 19. 
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were convinced that knowledge did not begin with ignorance, 

that experiraentation must proceed from a full consideration 

of the facts. Facts were produced in pure research labora-

tories under controlled conditions. This is where rain-

making raust begin, they concluded. The professional raeteo-

rologists' caution was interpreted by the weather raodifiers 

as a conservative reluctance to experiment without a large 

body of data to justify experiraentation. 

Such an attitude repelled weather modification 

scientists. They dared to experiraent on the basis of 

observed phénomena, with incomplete facts. Neither Langrauir 

nor Schaefer was a raeteorologist. Neither, apparently, was 

familiar with meteorological literature. Yet both were 

willing to act on theories they had discovered for thera-

selves. Byers realized in his "History of Weather Modifi-

cation" that ". . . if he [Langrauir] had coraprehended fully 

the raagnitude of atraospheric phenoraena he might have been 
7 

discouraged from the start." Perhaps this helps to explain 

the puzzling irony of Schaefer and Langrauir's contribution 

to both weather modification and meteorology. 

What, after all, was their contribution? Of course 

they created a cloud seeding raodel which correctly operated 

under proper conditions both in and outside the laboratory. 

Yet the larger significance of the model is best understood 

7 
Byers, p. 2 8 
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by using Thomas Kuhn's classification: the scientific 

"paradigm." Paradigms, Kuhn explains, are " . . . univer-

sally recognized scientific achieveraents that for a tirae 

provide raodel probleras and solutions to a community of 

8 
practitioners." The cloud seeding model was a universally 

recognized achievement in the sense that it provided irre-

futable evidence that clouds might be visibly modified. If 

cloud raodification was its object, the cloud seeding raodel 

might be said, under certain conditions, to have provided 

a raodel solution. Cloud raodification, however, was not the 

final object; rainraaking was. Thus the controversy pivoted 

on the question of whether precipitation was increased by 

the application of artificial nuclei. 

Rainraakers used statistics to prove that precipi-

tation increase was the result of cloud seeding. The mete-

orological establishment was unimpressed. It used statistics 

to prove that precipitation increase was not the result of 

cloud seeding. Even modifier's clairas drawn from diverse 

and varied observational evidence on cumulus cloud seeding 
9 

projects was seriously questioned by many raeteorologists. 

Thus weather modification scientists were not able to win 

unqualified approval or agreeraent in their efforts. 

^Calder, p. 25; Thomas S. Kuhn, The Structure of 
Scientific Revolutions, (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1962), p. 10. 

^Houghton, p. 177; Arenberg, pp. 13-19; Byers, p. 38. 
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Adding to the complexity, were the hasty actions 

and words of the weather raodifiers which seeraed to be aimed 

at fomenting a raeteorological revolution. If a scientific 

revolution requires that one set of propositions be re-

placed with new ones, then such an atterapt certainly failed. 

Yet the weather raodifiers often presented their theories as 

radical, new ideas destined to sweep away the structures of 

the past. Houghton's recognition of the implications of 

weather modification's outlook indicates a concern for its 

rebellious potential. Langrauir's narrow but purposeful 

emphasis on nucleation rather than synoptic factors, and, 

above all, his interest in changing the weather rather than 

predicting it seemed to raany an effort of revolutionary 

intent and proportion. 

Many scientists on both sides of the controversy 

were convinced that Project Cirrus reports were raanifestos 

of raeteorological revolution. It is possibly raore correct 

to say the reports were scripts for a theatrical perforraance 

in which weather raodifiers convincingly played the superb 

roles of scientific revolutionaries. Cloud seeding raight 

have easily won widespread acceptance as a paradigm had it 

not been oversold by its creators, but standing alone it 

did not constitute a sudden revolution. 

^^Captain H. T. Orville, "Weather Made to Order?" 
Colliers, CXXXIII (May 1954), pp- 25-29; Bello, p. 174; 
Byers, p. 22; Oppenheimer and Larabright, p. 578. 
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Weather raodification, nevertheless, made important 

contributions to the whole field of meteorology, to both 

pure and applied research. The Weather Bureau preferred 

to call it "experimental meteorology." But it was this 

daring, experiraental raethod which opened the door for a 

promising area of "cloud physics" study. Considering 

weather modification's rash and unfounded claims, it was 

still a raajor catalyst to raeteorological research. If its 

claims created an unfriendly environment and thereby impeded 

its progress, weather modification, nevertheless, offered 

new perspectives. 

Project Cirrus was both the symbol and substance of 

a fresh, new outlook. Its scientific achievements were not 

not impressive. "The two raost important discoveries for 

the development of cloud physics and weather modification," 

said Byers, "were made in the General Electric Research 

12 
Laboratory before Project Cirrus was organized." Beyond 

those discoveries " . . . the effects of seeding becarae raore 

a program of advocacy than of objective proof," he added. 

Yet it was precisely the determined advocacy which helped 

force the meteorological establishraent and the federal 

government to examine new ideas and to initiate research, 

development, and policy. 

•"••̂ Oppenheiraer and Lambright, p. 588; Byers, p. 39. 

^^Byers, pp. 37-38. 
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The federal government's involvement in weather 

modification was accoraplished priraarily through adrainis-

trative agencies in the Executive branch. The first of 

these agencies was the Army Signal Corps of the Defense 

Departraent. It was followed by the Office of Naval Research 

and the Air Force. These agencies provided an alternative 

to the Weather Bureau which had earlier rejected the idea 

of weather raodification research. •̂'̂  They also helped 

Project Cirrus win a degree of legitiraacy in the public 

mind which it raight not have enjoyed without Defense De-

partment backing. Weather raodification advocates in 1947, 

unlike their nineteenth century counterparts, did not have 

to struggle for a congressional appropriation in order to 

win the government's recognition. Initial governraent aid 

was supplied through the Defense Departraent without going 

through Congress. The Defense Department was generally 

optimistic in its appraisal of weather modification. At 

times it decidedly differed with Weather Bureau statements. 

The Air Force's separate and soraetimes dissenting evalua-

tion of the Weather Bureau's Cloud Physics Project tried 

to counteract Weather Bureau pessiraisra. Part of its con-

clusion stated: 

•'••̂ Byers, p. 23; Lambright, "Government and Tech-
nological Innovation . . . / p. ^. 
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It would be a serious mistake to discard completely 
the concept of cloud modification by artificial 
means because of the failure to achieve more spec-
tacular results to date. The demonstrated modifi-
cations are highly significant in the sense that 
they prove that cloud control is not an impossi-
bility; and, in fact, it raay develop into an 
extreraely valuable technique.l4 

Other agencies involved were the Agriculture Depart-

raent's Forestry Service and the Bureau of Reclaraation in 

the Departraent of Interior. Neither of these agencies was 

enthusiastic in its support of weather raodification. The 

Forestry Service operated a raodest project involving the 

examination of lightning suppression. The Bureau of 

Reclaraation helped in the evaluation of cloud seeding 

projects in 1951, but it reraained largely uninterested 

in the new science. 

The Weather Bureau, arch-eneray of weather modifi-

cation from the beginning, combined with the Air Force and 

National Advisory Comraittee for Aeronautics to launch its 

Cloud Physics Project. Sorae historians have claimed that 

this was the first project in which the governraent joined 

the experiments on an "active scale-" While it may be 

true that the Defense Department's role in planning the 

Arenberg, p. 20. 

^^Henry Lambright, "Notes on Weather Modification 
and Public Policy," Science and Public Policies Study 
Group Publication, III, No. 7 (August-September 1972), p. 
6. Arenberg, p. 21. 

Arenberg, p. 18. 
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earlier Project Cirrus might have been limited by General 

Electric's scientists, this did not seem to change adversely 

their attitude toward the new science. 

The Weather Bureau's attitude also reraained fixed. 

Factors constituting its opposition to weather raodification 

were basically those which had contributed to opposition 

from nineteenth century meteorologists. Professional 

integrity, an institutional self-concept which visualized 

the role of public protector, and the instinct for insti-

tutional self-preservation, all crystallized into a raost 

potent and rigid opposition. 

Meteorologists were once again deterrained that 

rash and sensational claims would not alarra or disturb 

the public. Once again they waged war on what they felt 

were preraature attempts to formulate policy for weather 

modification. The best way to discourage premature policy 

would be to discredit Langmuir and emphasize the unanswered 

questions. This could be accomplished through the press 

and news media. But the Weather Bureau was also busy in 

the less public arenas of political influence to persuade 

17 
congressional leaders of the nation's preraature concern. 

The Weather Bureau was raost fearful of losing some 

of its national influence and having its reputation severely 

damaged. The struggle for institutional self-preservation 

•^^Oppenheimer and Lambright, p. 578. 
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was perhaps more significant than it had been in the nine-

teenth century. The twentieth century Weather Bureau was 

larger, raore professional, and raore powerful than it had 

been in the past, but the sarae things were true of private 

meteorology. Weather modification provided a new issue 

around which old eneraies of the nation's raeteorological 

establishraent could rally. Irving Krick was their raost 

direct spokesraan. "With the post war surplus of profes-

sionally qualified raeteorologists," he said, "it would seera 

desirable to gradually shift raore of the forecasting and 

interpretative functions of raeteorology frora governraent 

18 to private practice. . . . " He further challenged pri-

vate raeteorologists to declare their independence frora the 

19 Araerican Meteorological Society. Leaders like Krick and 

Langrauir could not be ignored. Their ruthless attacks, the 

Weather Bureau reasoned, raust be raet by equally forceful 

tactics. 

In spite of the Weather Bureau's deterrained 

attempts t'o discredit weather modification, it became a 

national issue. Reichelderfer had been right. A premature 

commercialization of weather modification techniques had 

incited a chaotic period of confusion which made objective 

•^^"Remarks Made During the Washington Meeting 
. . . ," p. 411. 

^^lbid. 
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evaluation impossible. What began in 1946 and 1947 as a 

small controversial spark affecting a limited number of 

scientists, had expanded into a full scale conflagration 

affecting a much larger public. By 1950 and 19 51, the 

controversy had reached a peak. Langmuir's semi-retireraent 

and the end of Project Cirrus in 1952 atrophied the feud to 

20 
sorae extent. But other events were stiraulating an inevi-

table move toward federal intervention. 

The most iraportant stirauli to federal concern was 

the large and unregulated coraraercial activity which was the 

source of an outcry for regulation from commercial interests, 

clients, and serious researchers. Some commercial rain-

makers would have gladly supported a program to "thin-out" 

the competition. Some clients feared exploitation at the 

hands of comraercial interests. Sorae of the clients' neigh-

bors feared they would becorae the inadvertent victiras of 

uniraagined technological ruin. Serious researchers cora-

plained that the uncontrolled application of silver iodide 

interfered with scientific evaluation. The Santa Barbara 

Project, for instance, was unable to evaluate adequately 

the economic significance of precipitation increase because 

silver iodide frora private generators or planes inevitably 

collided or raixed with the cheraicals applied by the 

^^Byers, pp. 36-37; Oppenheimer and Lambright, pp 
572-73. 
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project's personnel. Under such conditions the design 

of many evaluation projects were rendered meaningless. 

Scientists throughout the west sought controls to halt the 

22 unregulated application of rainmaking techniques. 

Some western states had helped fill a legal vacuura 

with generally weak legislation. But guideliens or pro-

tection frora the federal level was totally lacking. 

Regional weather raodification projects, involving inter-

state cooperation, were obliged to seek legal authority 

wherever they raight. One such project, conducted by Krick's ^ 

organization, atterapted to increase rainfall for three 

Northwestern utilities companies whose target areas involved 

approximately 25,000 square miles in Washington, Idaho, and 

Montana. The region was granted approval for its project 

23 from the Secretary of Interior in 1951. Such events, 

along with unsettled questions of cloud ownership and lia-

bility served to illustrate the need for a concensus in 

law and policy. y 

Comraercial activity was also the source of social ^ 

conflict. The new technology was untested. Under the cir-

cumstances it was natural for a good part of the public to 

•̂̂ The project experienced additional difficulties 
when numbers of its rain gauges were shot by sportsmen or 
opponents. See Oppenheimer and Lambright, p. 589. 

^^Arenberg, p. 33. 

^•^lbid., p. 21. 
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worry about its unknown effects. As worry developed into 

more substantial fears, opponents blaraed weather raodifica-

tion techniques for droughts, floods and storras, as they 

had in the nineteenth century. Econoraic conflicts of 

interests were also the frequent result of cloud seeding. 

Date growers in California coraplained that too rauch rain 

destroyed their econoray. Florida's toraato and melon growers 

preferred to have no rain prior to harvest season, yet the 

rain augmentation program continued. Such economic minor-

ities became quite vocal in their opposition to cloud 

seeding. It seeraed not only that their interests had been 

ignored, but that their advice and opinion had not been 

sought prior to the cloud seeding operations. Comraercial 

weather raodification, created raany such outside groups 

24 which later crystallized into opposition. The early 

weather modification corapanies, facing an uncertain future 

in the practice of an uncertain art, needed all the public 

relations expertise they could acquire. Unfortunately, 

raany companies were lacking in that area. 

Public relations expertise, however, could not have 

prevented the latent social and legal problems which eraerged 

^^J. Eugene Haas, "Social Aspects of Weather Modi-
fication," ̂ npublished raanuscript, Texas Tech University, 
Southwest Collection, 1972), pp- 3, 17-18; Arenberg, p. 30; 
Lieutenant Commander W. J. Kotsch, "Atmospheric Control," 
U.S. Naval Institute Proceedings, LXXVII (July 1951), p. 
7"3l. 
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with the comraercialization of weather raodification. It 

certainly could not have decided the scientific controversy 

which was the core of the problera. Neither could it have 

made determinations on the legal arabiguities inherent in 

weather raodification practice. As the drought of the 

1950's fed coramercial rainraaking and coramercialization fed 

controversy, the social and political side of weather modi-

fication demanded attention. 

Political leaders like Clinton Anderson and Francis 

Case were deterrained that these facets of weather raodifica-

tion should not be neglected. The extrerae nature of 

Anderson's proposal rose from the corabination of his faith 

in raodern technology, his particular confidence in weather 

raodification, and his experience with legal and social 

difficulties within the border of his own state. Anderson 

believed technology brought progress. For those who feared 

that technology's pace generated too many problems, he had 

a ready answer. "We did not stop making automobiles, for 

fear we would wreck them," he stated, "or leave off erecting 

dams, lest they burst. . . ."^^ Since weather raodification 

had reached the stage of "practical significance," there was 

an urgent need for broader policy considerations. Constitu-

tional authority for control of the new science resided in 

^^Clinton P. Anderson, Secretary of Agriculture, 
"Forward," Science in Farming: Yearbook of̂  Agriculture 
1943-47 (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1947), 

D. V. 
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the interstate commerce clause and in Presidential war 

powers. it was imperative that political, social, and 

legal stability be firmly established for a developing 

technology which would " . . . produce profound changes in 

our present way of life and will result in far-reaching 

benefits to and untold developments in agriculture, indus-

26 try, coraraerce and the general welfare." In view of 

Anderson's unfaltering belief in the future of weather 

modification, his proposal seemed much less extreme. Yet 

it attempted to create a sweeping panacea for political 

and social problems which continue to require piecemeal 

solutions corresponding to piecemeal breakthroughs in 

scientific development. 

Anderson's proposal was only one of many suggestions 

for the regulation of weather raodification. Both Krick and 

Howell urged controls. Krick's proposal would have estab-

lished a coordinating agency which would have granted 

licenses for cloud seeding, and received data from cloud 

seeding operations. It would have stimulated further 

research and development through published reports of 

cloud seeding activities. Vonnegut raised the question of 

whether the application of silver iodide, because of its 

special characteristics, should fall under federal control 

26 Anderson, "The Weather Control Bill," p. 18. 
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while dry ice raight be safely left under state jurisdic-

+.. 27 

tion. David Arenberg, an early associate of Langrauir's, 

recoramended a central federal commission to issue license, 

collect, and publish data. He further suggested a partial 

solution to the liability puzzle by recomraending that the 

federal governraent assurae liability of private contractors 
2 8 

for governraent-sponsored projects. 

The diversity of opinions, the paucity of scientific 

facts, and the continuing strength of controversy combined 

to render concensus impossible. A special coramittee would 

have to seek further answers to serve as a basis for policy^ 

The Advisory Coramittee on Weather Control was appointed in 

1953 for that purpose. Its members included five govern-

raent officials representing the departraents of Defense; 

Agriculture; Interior; Health, Education, and Welfare; and 

the National Science Foundation. Civilian members of the 

Committee included a meteorologist frora Eastern Air Lines, 

an Arizona rancher who had been a forraer ambassador, a dean 

of agriculture from South Dakota's A and M College, and a 
29 

representative frora the American Meteorological Society. 

^^Arenberg, p. 22. Vonnegut believed that silver 
iodide might have widespread effects while dry ice could 
effect only a local area. This was the basis for his 
proposal. See Shaffer, p. 741. 

28 
Arenberg, p. 34. 

^^lbid., p. 33. 
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The Coramittee was given subpoena powers in order to compel 

commercial seeders to release their data for evaluation. 

Its primary scientific purpose was to evaluate seeding 

projects for economic significance. In this task it was 

little different frora governraent and private researchers 

which had either conducted evaluation projects or were in 

the process of doing so. The fact that neither side had 

been able fully to accept the other's statistical design 

or results indicated that the Coraraittee's evaluation raight 

suffer the sarae fate. Yet the Coramittee had an advantage 

in its power to gather a larger amount of data- than pre- • 

vious projects. It was not, however, authorized to do 

basic cloud physics research. The best it might produce, 

then, was to establish a greater probability of the economic 

significance of cloud seeding. The Comraittee was no remedy 

for scientific uncertainties and no significant breakthrough 

would come from its laboratories. Yet its findings, drawn 

frora a broad evaluation of data, was partially vindicated 

by later research. 

Certainly, it was hoped that the Advisory Coramittee 

might command^respect from all quarters and thus help to 

heal the wounds of controversy and bring unity to a badly 

divided discipline. The Advisory Committee failed in this 

^^U.S., President, Presidential Comraittee, Vol. I, 

p. V. 

•̂ •̂ Oppenheiraer and Lambright, p. 591. 
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objective for two basic reasons. First, it was unable to 

win respect from the meteorological establishraent. Sorae 

raeteorologists claimed that the Advisory Committee not only 

closely identified with comraercial weather modification, 

32 but that it stimulated it as well. The second reason for 

the Comraittee's failure to act as raediator was that its 

work was carried out rauch too slowly. The delays caused 

frora initial failures to recruit a staff and later political 

struggles for extension of the Coraraittee's life utilized 

valuable tirae that raight have been used raore effectively. 

By 1955, when the Committee actually began its work, dispute 

had abated to the point that weather modification had lost 

33 much of its news appeal as a national issue. This had 

happened without the influence of the Advisory Comraittee. 

Perhaps the raost iraportant task entrusted to the 

Coraraittee was the recomraendation of future social and 

political policy. It is generally agreed that the Cora-

raittee was too dazzled by the economic potential of weather 

34 
modification to speculate on social consequences. Yet 

it recognized that, to a great extent, further scientific 

"^^Byers, p. 63; Oppenheimer and Lambright, p. 573. 
Although commercial activity may have been encouraged by 
the Advisory Comraittee, it was initially stiraulated by 
Project Cirrus. 

•^^Lambright, "Government and Technological Innova-
tion . . . /" PP. 2-3. 

•^^Byers, p. 60; Oppenheimer and Lambright, p. 580. 
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and technological development raust precede social policy. 

The Committee did not fail in its provision for the scien-

tific developraent of weather raodification. It recomraended 

that the National Science Foundation be given leadership 

in weather modification research and development. This 

was an appropriate coraproraise. Those in executive and 

legislative circles who felt the Weather Bureau's attitude 

unfit for the job, were satisfied when she was denied the 

position. The scientists who eraphasized basic research as 

a means to proper developraent were not dissatisfied with 

the choice of the National Science Foundation. It was a 

respected organization which tended to emphasize pure over 

35 applied research. 

In 195 8 the National Science Foundation was autho-

rized by an act of Congress to take the lead in coordinating, 

initiating, supporting, researching, and evaluating weather 

modification projects throughout the nation. This raarked 

the end of a long period of paralyzing controversy and 

political indecision. The new science could move ahead 

under the enlightened stiraulus of a policy which provided 

a proper environraent and encouragement for developraent. 

Later events illustrate the National Science Foundation's 

reluctance to involve itself too deeply in applied research. 

"^^Lambright, "Government and Technological Innova-

tion . . . f" PP- 6-7. 
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Advocates of rainmaking frora thirsty western states felt 

the National Science Foundation offered only half-hearted 

36 
support for weather raodification. The new science, 

nevertheless, possessed a degree of respectability and 

legitimacy which had been the object of its pioneer's 

struggle. 

The flow of events, then, in twentieth century 

weather modification began with a sharp and sudden rise 

from 1946, then raoved to the highest controversial pitch 

in 1950 and 1951. Langmuir's retirement and.the end of 

Project Cirrus in 1952 led to a reduction of strife which 

in turn enabled the Advisory Committee to seek scientific 

answers and conteraplate policy recommendations in a cooler, 

more serene environment. The controversy's bitter influence 

remained, however, to deny the Weather Bureau a position of 

leadership in weather raodification development. A surge of 

public disenchantment caused commercial activities in agri-

cultural areas to decline by 1953. As agricultural weather 

modification diminished social and legal conflicts became 

less frequent. 

^^lbid., p. 7 



CHAPTER X 

RAINMAKING AND THE SPIRIT OF COMMERCIALISM 

Comraercialisra and individualisra exercised extrerae 

influence in rainraaking, but they were always pervasive, 

influencing factors in the history of governraent weather 

services as well. The conflicts which have polarized 

governraent services and private raeteorology have often been 

related to the degree of commercial involvement and indi-

vidual freedom necessary to raaintain weather services. - -

Individuals (such as James Espy and Edward Powers) who 

skillfully wooed the public in an effort to influence the 

direction of meteorological services were scorned by most 

scientists in both the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. 

Rugged individualism was neither appreciated nor encouraged. 

Yet the government Weather Bureau's purpose required that 

it stay alert and responsive to the commercial interests 

of the public. In order to do this, it had to allow sorae 

of its raost outstanding personalities an occasional spot-

light. Floyd Young, Regional Director of the U.S. Weather 

Bureau in southern California, was an exaraple. His Los 

Angeles radio program gave advanced, nightly warnings on 

frost conditions. If frost was predicted, California's 

orchards might be saved by lighting millions of smudge pots 

150 
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After 20 years of broadcasting with a 90% to 96% accuracy 

record on frost warnings, he had earned the title of "smudge 

pot saint." Many Weather Bureau and Araerican Meteorological 

Society merabers directly or indirectly solicited public 

clients. Governraent weather service, though not as indi-

vidualistic as private raeteorology, was just as interested 

in building its clientele. Its raethods were sometimes 

indistinguishable, therefore, from the raore commercially 

oriented scientists. 

Cloud seeding, having been born into an intensely 

competitive situation, becarae a welcomed weapon of private 

meteorology. Being born in a General Electric laboratory, 

of parents who were not professional meteorologists, it is 

perhaps natural that weather modification's personality 

would have developed along commercial lines. Yet the extent 

of weather modification's comraercial character was greatly 

aided by General Electric's release of its cloud seeding 

patents. In Deceraber 1950, the corapany announced it would 

not enforce Schaefer or Vonnegut's patent in order to 
2 

allow " . . . raaxiraura freedora of research in this field." 

Commercial weather modification had begun before the 

patents' release, but General Electric's action was an 

•'•"Remarks Made During the Washington Meeting . . . ," 
D 411- Andrew Hamilton, "The Smudge Pot Saint," Nation's 
BÛsiness, XXXVIII (April 1950), p. 90. 

^New York Times, December 28, 1950, p. 27, col. 5. 
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additional green light for enterprising merchants seeking 

new markets. Twentieth century rainraakers (as in the nine-

teenth century) were corporate groups and individuals, 

scientists and charlatans. 

These businessraen araplified the rainraaking potential 

and stretched the optiraistic viewpoint. A central preraise 

in their sales presentation was the fact that approximately 

98% of the atmosphere's moisture reraained in a vaporous 

state. Only 1% or 2% of the raoisture was precipitated in 

the forra of rain, snow, or hail. A proraotional filra entitled 

"Rivers in.the Sky" utilized this therae to generate enthu-
3 

siasra for rainraaking's potential. It was an attractive 

idea—as intriguing in 1950 as it had been 60 years earlier. 

Another equally old and encouraging factor in the optimistic 

delineation of rainmaking was the realization that a sraall 

araount of precipitation increase resulting frora cloud seed-

ing would cover the cost expended by the client. One rain-

maker estimated that the cost of a project in southern Utah 

would be ôffset by a net value derived frora an annual in-

crease of only two-hundredths of an inch. In order to 

convince the client that cloud seeding did increase pre-

cipitation statistical evaluations were raade. If the client 

could bring hiraself to accept the method of evaluation, he 

^Bliven, p. 45; F. F. Calhoun to Jeff Townsend, 
July 19/ 19 72, Tape recorded interview, Southwest Collec-
tion, Texas Tech University, Lubbock, Texas. 
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could bask in the secure knowledge that his expense and 

faith were justified.^ 

The motivations and rationalizations of twentieth 

century rainmaking clients were startlingly sirailar to 

those of the past. Drought threatened in the 1950's 

(though with greater intensity and over a larger area) as 

it had in the nineteenth century. Once again cattle and 

crops died, cities and towns worried about their water 

reserves. Once again desperation corapelled city and 

country, farmer and businessraan, rich and poor, enlightened 

and ignorant to take a chance on rainraaking. And with the 

optiraism that permeates Araerican thought, raany were willing, 

even anxious to try it. The do-it-yourself rancher who 

paid $300 for a ground generator, and the industrial worker 

whose taxes paid for more sophisticated cloud seeding pro-

grams were both hoping that rainmaking could provide a 

practical and easy solution. The cost, once again, was not 

prohibitive, and the clients' hopes were adequate enough. 

"Most farmers feel that it is a wonderful gamble, at present 

prices," reported the U.S. News magazine in 1951. Farmers 

shared this idea with Americans of all occupations. 

Optiraistic rainraakers also resembled their 

Arenberg, pp. 25-26. 

^"A Federal Czar for Weather?" U.Ŝ . News and World 
Report, XXX (March 30, 1951), p. 23. 
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nineteenth century counterparts. Their services were sold 

by accentuating the positive capabilities of the rainraaking 

technique and glossing over the uncertainties involved. It 

was to their advantage to have the client believe that rain-

making methods were practical and effective. Wise salesmen 

did not make promises, but they planted the definite irapres-

sion that scientific rainraaking was fully developed and 

refined. And in order to gain a competitive edge and pro-

tect their interests, a few rainmakers, attributed results 

to "secret processes." Many others jealously guarded their 

particular mechanical or cheraical innovations with patents.^ 

Rainraaking corapanies functioned in a variety of 

ways. But the more capable firms began with a preliminary 

report concerning the feasibility of a rainmaking project 

in a potential target area. If the area was too severely 

drought-stricken, however, the feasibility report was 

omitted in order to hasten imraediate emergency operations. 

Most rainmaking corapanies assuraed liability and operated 

on a fixed fee basis. In some cases, however, an advance 

payment on part of the fee preceded operations while the 

remainder of the fee was contingent on the operation's 

results. Since the rainmaking operations sought results, 

it was difficult to persuade clients to allow commercial 

^Shaffer, p. 729; Stone, interview; Hass, "Social 
Aspects . . . /" p. 14. 
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seeders to randomize their seeding for research purposes. 

The contributions of coramercial cloud seeding to research 

was priraarily in the area of providing an adequate quantity 

of field operations for the statistician. Rainraakers 

favored yearly or seasonal contracts over the short terra 

emergency arrangeraents. A longer season of operations 

raeant a greater probability of success and the clients of 

such contracts were usually rewarded with a lower fee. The 

corapanies'.operational expenses were heavy. Sorae of the 

more successful companies carried on simultaneous projects 

in the United.States and foreign countries. Their comrauni-
7 

cations, equipraent, and personnel were costly. 

Most early rainraaking activities, whether in Spain, 

Oregon, or Texas, were focused on the agricultural community 

And following the nineteenth century pattern, the agricul-

tural rainmaking and weather changing boom quickly degen-

erated into conflict and disillusionment. During the most 

controversial years from 1948 to 1951 rainmaking was largely 

an agriciíltural business. Precipitation increase projects 

ranged frora Washington state's wheat growing regions to 

West Texas cotton country. And following on the heels of 

rainmaking was state and local disagreement and opposition. 

The New York state Farm Bureau organization, for instance. 

\renberg, pp. 23-24; Shaffer, p. 732; Byers, inter-

view. 

file:///renberg
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was one of the early organizations to ask for federal regu-

lation. Their requests grew out of statewide turmoil re-

sulting frora rainmaking. In Washington state, a group who 

called theraselves "Sunshine Incorporated" raised consider-

able opposition to Krick's rainraaking ambitions in that 
g 

area. Extremely irate citizens in Oregon fired a few 

shots at cloud seeding aircraft in a last ditch atterapt to 

demonstrate their disapproval. Weather modification's 

radar buildings were sometiraes endangered by borabs frora the 

9 s.arae kind of extrerae opposition. Finally, controversy was 

followed by declining interest when rainmaking and weather 

modification did not prove itself a panacea for weather 

problems." 

As the disappointed farmer slipped away, however, 

the industrial client raoved in to take his place. Frora 

the rainraaker's point of view, these raonolithic clients 

were more desirable than the varied and unpredictable 

farmers' groups which were composed of hundreds or thousands 

of opiniônated individuals. Neither did the industrial 

^Arenberg, pp. 24, 30; Kotsch, p. 731. 

The particular controversy referred to here was 
a hail suppression project. It produced a local referendum 
in which the cloud seeders won a victory by only a few 
votes. Tactics used by the cloud seeding opponents becarae 
a model for later hail suppression opponents. See Hass, 
"Social Aspects . . . /" p. 7; Shaffer, pp. 737f, 738. 

Arenberg, p. 30. 
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client demand precise timing to correspond with growing 

season needs. Power corapanies like West Texas Utilities 

were raore patient and provided for raore extended contracts 

than West Texas farmers. Hydroelectric companies in the 

northwest and in southern California became steadfast 

clients—investing year after year in a program which they 

believed would increase rainfall and perhaps in tirae would 

prove its worth. Municipalities in panic situations con-

tinued to request the rainmaker's services. San Diego, 

California, in 1952, for instance, followed the earlier 

example of New York City and Dallas. It paid $10,000 for 

a quick rainmaking effort to cover a 1,100 square mile 

target area. Many of southern California's municipalities 

and industries have supported rainraaking projects for 20 

years, and they continue to support it. 

Presently, federal, state, and local governraents 

are spending raillions of dollars on weather modification 

development in order to deterraine its effects in raodifying 

12 nature's harsh irapositions. Optiraisra and skepticisra will 

•̂ •̂ Mitten, p. 72; San Angelo Standard Times, 1950-
1951, newspaper clippings, Southwest Collection, Texas 
Tech University, Lubbock, Texas; Arenberg, pp. 24-30. 

^^The federal government alone spent $15 million 
for weather raodification in fiscal year 1971. See Lambright, 
"Government and Technological Innovation . . . /" p. 4. 
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continue to act on the history of weather raodification. 

But research in rainmaking, lightning, and hail prevention 

continue today for the development of a science which raust 

use the world's atraosphere as its laboratory. 



CONCLUSION 

The history of nineteenth and twentieth century 

rainmaking provides an enticing opportunity to outline a 

strange mixture of comparisons and contrasts. A striking 

similarity of both periods indicates that the amateur, 

optiraistic, and aggressive factors were elemental to the 

rainmaking therae. Perhaps the most obvious comparisons 

can be made in the area of comraercialization. Both nine-

teenth and twentieth century coraraercial rainraaking activi-

ties began with farmers and tended to shift to more stable 

industrial or wealthy clients. Motives which encouraged 

rainraaking, rationalizations which justified it, and con-

flicts which followed it were basically the same in both 

periods. The National Science Foundation's raandate gave 

twentieth century rainraaking a short period of theoretical 

centralization which was unknown in the nineteenth century. 

Yet in time weather raodification policy returned to a 

traditional ad hoc character. Finally, the assumption that 

atmospheric instability raight easily yield to technology 

and the reverse of that idea were basic in the scientific 

outlooks of rainmaking advocates and opponents of both 

centuries. 

Contrasts between the scientific patterns reveal 

an important twentieth century agreement on rainmaking 

159 
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technique which is totally lacking in the fragmented 

theories of the preceding century. The federal governraent's 

involveraent, a reality frora the beginning in the later 

period, was not so easily acquired for the stimulation of 

technological innovation in the earlier period. Even in 

the commercial and social areas where sirailarities between 

the two periods outweigh their differences, it is signifi-

cant to note that the "no-rain, no-pay" aspect had dis-

appeared along with heavy private contributions to further 

rainraaking research in the twentieth century. 

The dynaraic features of rainraaking appear most 

frequently in the political and scientific areas. Impor-

tant changes in nineteenth and twentieth century patterns 

are evident here. The economic and social factors which 

promoted comraercialization and conflict appear, on the 

other hand, to be the raore constant factors. 

Certainly the basic tendencies of Araerican thought 

were operative in both centuries. Twentieth century Araer-

icans again deraonstrated through rainmaking a faith in the 

idea of progress and inventions. Again many Americans 

trusted an erapirical approach involving trial and error 

and improvisations to bring about pragraatic solutions. 

Once again an iraraediate economic imperative was allowed 

to create a premature commercialization of an undeveloped 

rainmaking technique. "At its best, American erapiricism," 

said Robert Claborne, "implies a flexibility, an impatience 
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with dograa, and a receptivity to new techniques and 

ideas. . . . " "At its worst," he continues, "it iraplies 

an infatuation with gadgets and giraraicks . . . " and a 

". . . grasping at imraediate and siraple solutions. . . ." 

The history of rainraaking in the United States illustrates 

both the positive and negative features of Araerican thought. 

Critics of technology have warned that our unlimited 

confidence in science and our interpretation of progress 

have already produced grave results. Araerica's faith in 

the future is as rauch a part of her ideology as faith in 

the past was a part of Iraperial China's systera. It has 

led raany to accept as inevitable the progress which science 

and technology iraposes on them. Residing in such an atti-

tude is perhaps a public abdication of the right to deter-

mine scientific policy. 

Only an alert and broadminded attitude can meet 

the challenges presented by the necessity for future 

weather modification policy. A central question to be 

answered is whether policy can allow for the developraent 

and utilization of weather raodification while at the same 

time protecting the varied and conflicting public and pri-

vate interests. The formulation of weather modification 

law raust consider the " . . . freedora, vagaries or certainties 

•"•Robert Claborne, Climate, Man and History (New 
York: W. W. Norton and Co., 1970), p. 392. 
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2 
and even safety of naturally occurring weather . . . " 

as well as the potential for changing the weather. It 

may be that the utilization of weather raodification (if 

it reaches an adequate stage of developraent) may have 

to be limited. Like other environmental issues it will 

require a system of priorities established by both the 

policy raakers and the public. 

2 
Oppenheiraer and Lambright, p. 5 87. 
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